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Summary of MA Thesis: 

THE EUCHARIST IN 
ANGLICAWROMAN CAïHOLIC INTERNAtlONAL DIALOGUE: 

When do we go ftom hem? 

Michael Atûîdge 

The present study is an analysis of the historical and thdogical 
developments in the understanding of the Eucharist between Anglicans and 
Roman Catholics through the work of the AnglicanlRoman Catholic International 
Commission (ARCIC). The study takes as its starting point the 1966 Tommon 
Declaration" between the Archbishop of Canterbury and Pope Paul VI. and 
traces the various steps leading to the formulation of the Agreed Statement on 
Eucharistie Doctrine (Windsor Statement) in 1971 as well as its reception by both 
the theologians and uofficial" churches bodies in the years to follow. Particular 
attention is given to such controversial issues as sacrifice and the meaning of 
anamnkis. adoration and reservation of the Eucharist, the Real Presence of 
Christ, and the proper meaning of "substantial agreement." The final chapter 
examines the problems which have developed between the two churches in the 
last twenty years, problems which have hindered further relations (e.g. the 
Anglican Communion's decision to ordain women and the Roman Catholic 
Church's deepened stance against the ordination of women). The study 
concludes on a hopeful note that despite these obstacles, dialogue between 
Anglicans and Roman Catholics will continue so that full visible unity will one day 
be possible. 
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The last thirty years of relations between the Anglican Communion and 

the Roman Catholic Church have been punctuated by significant steps towards 

fuller ecclesial unity. In 1966 the Archbishop of Canterbury, Michael Ramsey, 

made an historical joumey to Rome to vis& Pope Paul VI. In 1970 the 

Anglican/Roman Catholic International Commission (ARCIC) was established as 

a means of fomal dialogue between the two communions. In 1982 this 

International Commission published its Final Report which contained four agreed 

statements. In 1988 the Final Report was "receivedn by the Anglican 

Communion through their Lambeth Conference. Finally, in 1994 Cardinal 

Edward Idris Cassidy of the Pontifical Council for Promoting Christian Unity 

(CPCU) of the Roman Catholic Church wrote the chairpersons of ARClC saying 

that agreement is now "greatly strengthened" between the Anglican Communion 

and the Roman Catholic Church on matterç of Eucharist and ministry and that 

"no further study would seem to be required at this stage".' We have therefore 

reached a significant stage in the history of these two communions. A stage 

which requires us to take a doser look at the past in order to observe the 

necessary next steps towards full ecclesial communion. 

The present work selects one of these four agreed statements contained 

within the ARClC Final Report, namely the uAgreeâ Statement on Euchanstic 

1 Pontifical Council for Promoting Christian Unity, The Onicial Response of the Roman Catholic 
Church to ARClC 1," One in Christ 28 (1992): -6. 



Doctrine" and examines its development from the beginnings of the Anglican- 

Roman Catholic Joint Preparatory Commission in 1967 to Cardinal Cassidy's 

letter in 1994. The significance of choosing this particular statement from the 

other three lies in the central role the Eucharist plays in the-ecclesiology of boai 

the Anglican Communion and Roman Catholic Church. 

My work takes as its starting point the 1966 'Cornmon Declaration" 

between the Archbishop of Canterbury and the Bishop of Rome. It then goes 

through the various steps leading to the appearance of this statement in 1971 as 

well as its reception by both the theologians and official church bodies in the 

years to follow. %y uofficial church bodies", I mean to Say the Lambeth 

Conference for the Anglican Communion and the Congregation for the Doctrine 

of the Faith and Council for Promoting Christian Unity for the Roman Catholic 

Church. The final chapter will show that while Roman Catholics and Anglicans 

agree on their understanding of the Eucharist there nevertheless still remain 

between the two, barriers to full ecclesial communion. This concluding chapter 

will look at some of these obstacles and ask the question: "Where do we go from 

here?" examining the next steps towards full visible unity between Anglicans and 

Roman Catholics. 

I wish to acknowledge the fact that some of the work that I am proposing, 

particulariy in the first and second chapten of my thesis. has already been done 

by other authors. Alan Clark and Colin Davey for example have done a fine job 

in their book Anglican-Roman Catholic Dialogue: The Work of üte Prepamtory 



Commission in providing me with a framework for the Crst chapter. Similady, a 

doctoral thesis that was wntten and published at the Gregorian University in 

Rome by Ravi Santosh Kamath, S.J. has proven beneficial in helping to 

synthesize the theology of the Eucharist which foms the center of chapter two. 

While these and several other works have teen helpful in my research on this 

topic, there still remains to date no comprehensive study which traces the 

development of Anglican-Roman Catholic relations with a focus on the Eucharist 

and looks to the next stages necessary for full visible unity between the two 

churches. 

vii 



Chapter One 

ARClC AND THE PELIMINARY WORK ON THE EUCHARIST 

I. Introduction 

1. The Common Declaratr'on 

March 1966 marked the beginning of a historic period of relations between 

the Anglican Communion and the Roman Catholic Church. W i i n  a period of 48 

hours the Archbishop of Canterbury, Michael Ramsey, met three times with Pope 

Paul VI, in Rome to discuss ways of strengthening relations between these two 

communions. On 23 March. the Archbishop of Canterbury addressed the pope 

in the Sistine Chapel expressing his hope that their two-day meeting might lead 

to a greater "unity in truth".' He noted that along the road to unity there are 

''formidable difficulties of doctrine" and udifficult practical matten" which have in 

the past hindered their relations. However, the Archbishop hoped that through 

patience and charity there may be "increasing dialogue between theologians, 

Roman Catholic and Anglican and of other traditions. so as to explore together 

the divine revelation." 

Pope Paul VI responded to the Archbishop by noting the "singular 

importance of this enmunter between the Roman Catholic Church and the 

Church of England together with the other churches of the Anglican 

' Canterbury's Visit to Rome," The Pope Speaks 11 (1966): 163. 

Ibid., 164. 



~ommunion.~ He expressed his desire that their meeting bnng to an end a 

"long and sorrowful story" and give rise to a new relationship between Rome and 

Canterbury. The pope concluded by acknowledging the wntinued differences 

between Roman Catholics and Anglicans. particularly in theA'Keld of doctrine and 

ecclesiastical law", but added 'Yrorn now on chanty can and must be exercised 

between us and show forth its mysterious and prodigious strength. Where there 

is charity and love, there is ~ o d ?  

The following day the two brought their historic encounter to a close at the 

Basilica of St. Paul Outside-the-Walls. Together they fonnulated a common 

declaration, inaugurating between the Roman Catholic Church and the Anglican 

Communion "a serious dialogue which, founded on the Gospels and on the 

ancient common traditions, may lead to that unity in truth for which Christ 

prayed.n5 Later that year in an address celebrating the opening of the Anglican 

Centre in Rome, Bishop Johannes Willebrands, secretary of the Pontifical 

Secretariat for Promoting Christian Unity (SPCU) noted the significance of this 

event. He asked the question 'Has there ever been a meeting at Rome so 

official and so solemn in character which in so limited a space of time gave rise 

3 Ibid., 165. 

lbid., 166. 

The Cornmon Dedaration by Pope Paul VI and the Archbishop of Canterbury." in 
AnglicanRoman Cafholic Dialogue: The Work of ale Prwparatory Commission, ed. Alan C. Clark 
and Colin Davey (London: Oxford University Press, 1974), 2. 



to events of such great importance?* Willebrands called this initial encounter 

one of "real dialogue" in which the Archbishop of Canterbury ' I d  the Anglican 

Communion into dialogue with Rome which had opened its doors to him. He had 

brought the Anglican Communion into joint prayer with our church." 

2. Anglican/Rotnan Catholic Joint Preparatory Commission 

In the months following the cornmon dedaration plans were made to 

establish an international joint AnglicanlRoman Catholic commission. The 

purpose of this commission would be to draw up a program and establish 

priorities for theological dialogue as well as to consider practical matters of 

cooperation between the two communions.8 ît was agreed that members of this 

commission should be appointed by the Vatican in consultation with the Roman 

Catholic national episcopal assemblies and the Archbishop of Canterbury in 

consultation with the metropolitans of the Anglican Communion. In October 

1966 a meeting was heM in Rome at the Secretarïat for Promoting Christian 

Unity to finalize plans for the first meeting of what came to be called the 

AnglicanlRoman Catholic Joint Preparatory Commission. On 4 November 1966 

the names of the delegates appointed to the Joint Preparatory Commission were 

J.G.M. Willeb:ands, The Ecurnenical Significance of the Visit of the Ardibishop of Canterbury to 
the Holy FatherIn Unifas 19 (1967): 14. 

Ibid. 

' Colin Davey. 'The AnglicanJRoman Cathdic Joint Pieparatory Commission," Wotk of ~e 
Preparatory Commisshn, 7, 



pub~ished.~ The difficult joumey towards M e r  ecclesial communion between 

Anglicans and Roman Catholics had begun. 

II. The Joint Pmpamtory Commission 

1. The Malta Meeting 

The Joint Preparatory Commission held three meetings within a period of 

one year: 9 -13 January 1967 in Gazzada, Italy; 30 August - 4 September 

1967 at Hunterscombe, England; and, 30 December 1967 - 3 January 1968 in 

Malta. It was not in fact until this last meeting in Malta that the Euchanst came 

into focus for discussion. 

At the third and final meeting in Malta, Christopher Butler, a Roman 

Catholic auxiliary bishop of Westminster, England, and Henry R. McAdoo, an 

Anglican bishop of Ossory, Ferms and Leighlin of the Church of Ireland, had 

each prepared, at the request of the commission, a paper entitled "Unity: An 

Approach by ~ta~es". ' *  60th individuals had been asked to look at a possible 

"staged engagement" or phased rappmchement between the Roman Catholic 

Church and the Anglican Communion and to present the Joint Preparatory 

Commission with their recommendations for further action. 

See my Appendix A for a full listing. 

'O See: B.C. Butler. 'Unity: An Approach by Stages." Wbrk of the Pmparataty Commission. 101 - 
106; and H.R. McAdoo. 'Unity: An Approach by Stages," Work of the Pmpamtory Commiss#n. 
84-1 00. 



In his paper, McAdoo began by pointing out that Roman Catholics and 

Anglicans already share much h common in terrns of the Gospels and the 

ancient common traditions. MBoth churches", McAdoo noted, 'recognize that the 

ministry has a threefold form. Both churches are committed to preaching Christ. 

the Incarnate Word ... to proclairning to the world the message of redemption and 

salvation ... to showing that the life which Christians Iive is 'the life which Christ 

lives in [them]' (Gal. 2.20.). Both churches see in the rninistry of the Word and 

Sacraments the covenanted means of grace, the means by which men are 'built. 

as living stones, into a spiritual temple' (1 Pet. 2.5.)."'"~ this in mind, he 

asked: 'lvhat stages can be visualized in the process of growing together?"12 

In answer to his own question, McAdoo proposed two stages of 

development towards full ecclesial unity between the two communions. The first 

one essentially theological in nature and the second one relating to the practical 

issues of daily church life. McAdoo envisioned these stages O C C U ~ ~ ~  through a 

se ries of steps considered both theoiog icaiiy and practically feasible so that each 

step could be received b y the "ecclesiastical authorities of their respective 

churche~."'~ 

As a first step in theology, McAdoo envisioned that both churches 

recognize the other as holding the essentials of the Christian  ait th."'^ nS~ch 

l' McAdw, nApptoach by Stages." Work of ihe Pmparatory ComrniWiw, 86. 

l2 Ibid. 

l3 Ibid. 

l4 Ibid.. 87. 



recognition," McAdoo assured the commission, "would not require from elher 

communion the acceptance of al1 doctrinal opinion. sacramental devotion. or 

liturg ical practice characteristic of the other."15 

In ternis of the practical steps towards phased mppmhement, McAdoo 

summarized them as "clearing away obstades to ecumenism on the parochial 

level- the level of the church's life? He offered examples such as the issue 

of mixed marriages, the missionary situation, the sharing of church buildings, the 

question of theological education and the possibility of joint pronouncements.'7 

McAdoo summarized this first stage with the following four points:'* 

Mutual recognition that each church holds the essential Christian 
faith, neither being tied to a positive acceptance of al1 the beliefs 
held by the other. 

The removal of the obstacle to ecumenism caused by mixed 
marriage legislation. 

Joint examination of a) the missionary situation, b) sharing of 
buildings, c) theological education, d) the possibility of joint 
pronouncernents. 

Joint action to ensure a) an agreed text for common forms, b) an 
agreed three-part lectionary for eucharistie lessons from the Old 
Testament, the Epistle and the Gospels, and c) arrangements for 
common worship and for the interchange of preachers. 

lS Ibid. 

'6 lbid. 

" Ibid.. 92-93. 

'' Ibid., 94. 



In the second stage of moving towards full ecclesial communion between 

Anglicans and Roman Catholics, McAdoo spoke of intercommunion or 

eucharistic h o ~ ~ i t a l i t ~ . ' ~  This was in fact a crucial development for the work of 

the Joint Preparatory Commission for this proposal for intercommunion between 

Anglicans and Roman Catholics would later lead to the doctrine of the Eucharist 

being placed at the forefront of the international dialogue agenda. 

McAdoo unfolded his second stage by pointing to the ûecree on Eastern 

Catholic Churches (Orientalium ecclesiamm) of the Second Vatican Council. 

The question had been raised at an earlier meeting that if "limited 

intercommunion" were pemissible between Roman Catholics and Orthodox, as 

set out in Otientalium ecclesianrm was it not also possible to establish a similar 

relationship between Roman Catholics and the churches of the Anglican 

Communion? However, as McAdoo pointed out, this would first require 

investigating the factors which stand in the way of intercommunion between 

Roman Cathoiics and Anglicans. For example the question of Anglican orders 

might be considered. Since Pope Leo Xlll's encyclical Apostolicae curae in 

1896, pronouncing al1 Anglican orders Pbsolutely nuIl and utteily void," the 

Roman Catholic hierarchy and theologians have stniggled unsuccessfully to 

recognize the validity, within the Roman Catholic Church, of Anglican ordained 

ministers. With this in mind, where should the sluation between Roman 

Catholics and Anglicans begin? As McAdoo asks, Who are the church? What 

lg Ibid., 94. 



is the essential Ministry? What is the meaning of priesthood?" These are simple 

questions, needing to be examined in light of the sacraments but nevertheless 

need to be examined as a first step in Stage II." If sufficient agreement were 

achieved, consideration would then have to be given as to-the practical moves 

bringing about intercommunion. 'Stage II would then emerge as one of lirnited 

intercommunion - and would thus be a penuttimate phase - or it might become 

part of a final stage which has as its objective full communion." In any respect, 

McAdoo concludes. this is oniy an uapproximation to the pattern of unity by 

stages ... we cannot and should not attempt to impose a pattern? 

Bishop Christopher Butler began his presentation to the Joint Preparatory 

Commission in Malta by noting the blready existing thedogical agreementsn 

between Anglicans and Roman Catholics. The Pope and the Archbishop of 

Canterbury agreed in their common declaration that the basis of the 

AnglicaNRoman Catholic dialogue should be "aie Gospels and the ancient 

common traditions". In fact, as Butler pointed out, Anglicans and Roman 

Catholics agree that "the ultimate authority for al1 doctrine and theology is the 

Word Incarnate and the revelation entrusted to the Church of the apostolic age ... 

[and that] this revelation in Christ finds a normative record in the Bible." 

Futhermore, uour two communions accept as authoritative the dogrnatic 

" Ibid.. 96-97. 

2' Ibid., 99. 

" Ibid. 



formulations of the first four ecumenical councils ... they respect the teaching of 

the ancient Fathers ... and are united in acceptance of the three ancient creeâs 

as authori tat i~e.~~ Yet despite these vast and significant areas of agreement 

there still remain %ery difficuk obstacles to organic un ity... parücularly in the field 

of doctrine".24 Butler used papal pnmacy, infallibility, and 'modem" Marian 

dogmas as examples. 

For Butler the first step towards full visible communion between Anglicans 

and Roman Catholics was intercommunion or euchanstic hospitality, what 

Roman Catholic theology calls communicatio in sacris that is, participation in 

each other's liturgical prayer and sacraments. He indeed acknowledgeâ that 

intercommunion presented serious challenges to churches which did not extend 

this hospitality to one another. On one hand it is "almost intolerable," he wrote 

that two communions with "mutual esteem," dedicated to the cause of unity, are 

separated from one another at the Lord's table? At the same time it must be 

acknowledged that intercommunion can hinder the cause of unity by giving the 

appearance that two communions are in full theological agreement and 

recognize one another as fully church? The particular obstacle to 

intercommunion which continues to exist between Anglicans and Roman 

Butler, nAppmach by Stages," Work of the Pmgamlory Commisshn, 102. 

" Ibid. 

Ibid., 104. 

26 Ibid. 



Catholics is that the latter does not recognize the validity of the Anglican 

ordained ministry. The effect of this is that the Anglican Eucharist is not 

recognized as f'ully valid by the hierarchy of the Roman Catholic Church. To 

over corne this obstacle there would need to be a "fresh examination and 

elucidation" on this validity question.27 

Butler concluded his presentaüon by emphasizing the role of the Holy 

Spirit in the goal of Christian unity. There is not automatic implication in Stage I 

of subsequently accepting Stage II; still less, that Stage II will inevitably lead on 

to Stage III, i.e. full communion. Unity will be the work of the Holy Spirit, and we 

cannot dictate dates 

2. The Malta Report 

or goals to him."*' 

At the close of this third meeting in Malta. the Joint Preparatory 

Commission prepared a report of their findings and presented their 

recomrnendations to the Archbishop of Canterbury and to Pope Paul VI. The 

report itself, entitled The Malta ~ e ~ o e '  pointed out the already existing areas of 

agreement between Anglicans and Roman Catholics and encouraged the two 

communions to further investigate various pracücal and doctrinal barriers to full 

communion. In the final section of the report, the commission made 

27 Ibid., 105. 

* Ibid., 106. 

2B AnglicanlRoman Cathdic Joint Preparatory Commission, "The Malta Report." Work of the 
Preparatory Commission, 1 O7-ll5. 



recommendations which would bter be picked up by the AnglicanlRoman 

Catholic International Commission; namely in the areas of Eucharist, Ministry 

and Authority. The Roman Catholic theologian Herbert Ryan pmvided reasons 

for the choice of these topics. 

These three areas were chosen because, during the four hundred 
years of estrangement h m  one another, both communions 
developed an understanding of these points of their faith in 
contradistinction to each other and fonulated their understandhg 
at times in polemical ternis aimed against the position which the 
other espoused. The commission judged that if Romans and 
Anglicans today actually profess the same falh, it would be 
necessary to express a cornmon doctrinal agreement in the three 
areas in which most of the polemical theology of the past had been 
written and in which knowledgeable Anglicans and Romans 
thought their differences lay? 

For our purposes, the recommendations contained within the M a b  Report 

regarding the Eucharist are most signifiant for understanding the directions later 

taken by the International Commission. 

In section 18 of the Malta Report, the commission wmte with respect to 

eucharistic hospitality: 

In the minds of many Christians no issue is today more urgent ... 
some measure of sacramental intercommunion apart from full 
visible unity is being raised on every side ... we cannot ignore this, 
but equally we cannot sanction changes touching the very heart of 
Church life. eucharisüc communion, without being certain that such 
changes would be truly Christian. Such certainty cannot be 
reached without more and careful study of the theology implied? 

30 Herbert J. Ryan, Tommentary on the AnglicanJRoman Cathdic Agreed Statement on 
Eucharist ic Doctrine." in Documents on Anglic8Wl?ornan Csthdic RelebOns. Vd. III (Washington: 
United States Catholic Conference, 1 973), 1 -2. 

"ARCJPC, '7he Malta Report," 1 12. 



In closing its report, the commission recommended that a Permanent 

Joint Commission be established Yor the oversight of Roman CatholidAnglican 

relations and the coordination of Mure work to be undertaken togethe?? 

Furthemore, that a sub-commission be assigned to -examine the question of 

intercommunion and the related matten of Church and ~in is t r~."  A task the 

preparatory commission called 'urgent and important". 

The Malta Report was signed 2 January 1968 by the memben of the 

Anglican/Roman Catholic Joint Preparatory Commission and sent to the 

Archbishop of Canterbury and Pope Paul VI. Official reactions to it were 

positive. In a letter to the Archbishop of Canterbury, Augustin Cardinal Bea, 

Prefect of the Secretariat for Promoting Christian Unity, wrote: "despite our 

diversities w2 have some tniths in common which are very important and oblige 

us to travel the road towards ~ n i t y . " ~  Bea gratefully acknowledged the work 

done by the preparatory commission and agreed that they be replaced by a joint 

commission responsible for the oversight of Roman CatholidAnglican relations. 

Bea concluded: W e  approve of the idea and agree that further studies be 

made ... on the ecclesiological principles of the Roman Catholic Church and the 

32 lbid., 11 3. 

33 Ibid. 

" Cardinal Augustin Bea, 'Letter from His Eminence Cardinal Augustin Bea to His Grace the 
Archbishop of Canterbury," Work of the Prieparatory Cornmisslion, 116. 



Anglican Communion in connedion with the problem of sacramental 

in ter~mmunion.~ 

In the same affirmative manner, the 1968 Lambeth Conference, in its 

section report on AnglicadRoman Catholic relations endorsed the need for a 

Permanent Joint Commission- The members of the Conference m t e :  This 

commission should consider the question of intercommunion in the context of a 

true sharing in faith and the mutual recognition of ministry." The report 

concluded with the hope for a Yresh and broader approachn to the understanding 

of apostolic succession and of priestly office. We propose to hold fast the 

prÏnciples of Catholic truth as we have been given to understand them, though 

we realize that, in renewed obedience to the Holy Spirit, we must at al1 times be 

willing to go fomvard adventurous~y."~' 

3. The Permanent Joint Commission 

On 10 May 1969 a meeting was held in Dublin to prepare an outline of 

work and make arrangements for the first meeting of the newly established 

Permanent Joint ~ommission.~~ It was decided that the first meeting would teke 

35 Ibid.. 1 16-1 17. 

56 Lambeth Conference 1968, 'Rasdutions and Report of the Lambeth Conference 1968 on 
AnglicanIRoman Catholic Relations," Work of the Prepsrati Commission, 122. 

37 Ibid. 

" The name was changed to uAnglkan/Roman Catholic International Commission" [henceforth 
cited as ARCIC] at their first meeting in Windsor, England in t 970. To some, the name 
'permanent' implied a commission that would continue to lalk until the parousia. 



place in Windsor, 9 - 15 January, 1970 and aiat two individuals, Canons John 

Satterwaite of the Church of England Council for Foreign Relations and William 

Purdy from the Roman Catholic Church's Secretariat for Christian Unity, would 

prepare a survey of the progress made between the two communions since the 

Malta Report afmost a year and a half earlier. 

Five months later, on 11 October 1969, the names of the members of the 

Ang lican/Roman Catholic International Commission (ARCIC) were published in 

the press and on 9 January, 1970 these individuals gathered at St. George's 

House. Windsor Castle to discuss the future of relations between the Anglican 

and Roman Catholic cornmunions?g Little did they know that they were 

beginning a 12-year joumey together, a jowney that would culminate in a final 

report containing agreed statements on Ministry, Authority in the Church and, for 

the purposes of this paper, the Agreed Statement on Euchanstic Docoine. 

39 See my Appendix B for a full listing of ARClC mernbers. 

14 



Chapter Two 

THE AGREED STATEMENT ON EUCHARISTIC DOCTRINE 

1. Development of the Windsor Statument 

At its first meeting at St, George's House, Windsor held h m  9 - 15 

January 1970, the International Commission concluded that "unity in faith must 

precede organic union."' Taking seriously the recommendations of the Malta 

Report it was agreed that attention be given to the three topics outlined in that 

report, Le. Eucharist, Ministry, and ~uthonty.2 The commission divided 

themselves into three sub-commissions each of which received a particular topic. 

The group studying the Euchaiist was to be based in South Africa, the group on 

Ministry in the United Kingdom, and the group studying Authority in the United 

  ta tes.^ 

After two days of intensive work, the various sub-commissions reported 

back to the plenary. The plenary session shed further light on the papers and 

recommended that, with proper amendments, the sub-commissions present their 

1 Herbert J . Ryan, 'Commentary on the AnglicaniRoman Cathdic Agreed Statment on 
Eucharistic Doctrine," in Documents on Anglican~Roman Caardic Relations, Vol. Il (Washington: 
United States Catholic Conference, 1 973), 1. 

2 Anglican/Roman Catholic International Commission, uAnglicanlRoman Cathdic International 
Commission: First Meeting," One in CMst 6 (1 971 ): 229. 

3 J.C.H. Aveling, DM. Loads, H.R. McAdw, Rome and the Anglkans: HisWkal and Doctn'inal 
Aspects of Anglican/Roman Cabhdic Relatbns, (Berlin: Walter de Gniyter, 1 WZ), 227. The 
convenot of the group on the Eucharist in South Afnca was E.G. Knapp-Fisher who was assisted 
by J-M.R. Tillard and J. Charley. The convmors of the AutMty group in the United Kingdom 
group were H. Chadwick and C. Butler. The convenors or the Ministry group in the United States 
were A. Vogel and G. Tavard. 



redrafis at the second meeting in Venice six months later. The following is an 

outline of the first drafk document produced by the sub-commission on the 

Eucharist at windsor.4 

1. The Fkst Dr& Document 

At the first meeting of ARCIC, commission memben A. Vogel and J.M.R. 

Tillard were each asked to prepare a paper on the Eucharist entitled "The 

Church, Intercommunion and Ministry". Using these papen as a basis for their 

work, the sub-commission on the Eucharist then produced its first draft and 

submitted it to the full commission, 

The drai?, which proposed to give a comprehensive doctrine of the 

Eucharist, took the form of the following: 

A. Cenfrality of the Eucharist in Chrislm Me: The Eucharist is not just the 

sacrifice of the cross, but the sacrifice of Christ's whole life of obedience to the 

Father which culminated in his death on the cross and his glorious resurrection. 

It is the pre-eminent public worship given to the Father by the Church which is 

united with Christ. It is the source of the building up of the Church and its 

mission. 

Anglican/Roman Cathdic International Commission, SubCommission on the Eucharist. 
'Working draft produced by the sub-Commission on the Eucharist at Windsor.", quoted in Ravi 
Santosh Kamath, 'Convergence on aie Eucharist: A Critical Study d the Windsor Statement with 
Special Reference to Real Presencew (excerpt from Ph.0. diss., PonMical Gregorian University, 
1 977), 20-22. 



B. The Eucharist as Sacmment The Eucharist is not a physical re- 

enactment of an historical event but must always be seen as a sacrament, as 

both sign and cause of what is signified; a umemorial" in the biblical sense of 

anamnaris or its Hebrew equivalent zekkamn. 

C. The Eucharist as Sacrifice: Christ is present in his memonal 

(anamnësis, zekkam) in a sacramental way. Through a culac act and through 

his ministen, Christ, already present in other ways. makes himself present in a 

unique way in that sacrifice and its efficacy for the assembled people. He is the 

risen Christ filled with the Spirit, who under the sign of bread and wine offers us 

his own body and blood given for our salvation. What is new when we celebrate 

the Eucharist is this spirit-filled action of theChurch by which the people of God, 

on a given day, with I s  given needs, unites itself to the risen Christ to share in 

the mystery of his death and resurrection and in his intercessions. 

Consequently, by the Church's adoration, intercession, union with Christ, self- 

oblation and offering of the mernoriai in the Eucharist, what was aiready present 

in Christ is here and now actualized for the Church. In the eucharistic sacrifice, 

the ordained minister plays a special role. 

D. Real Presence: On this, the draft document reads: 

While the Anglicans have always believed in the real, unique and 
objective presence of the living Christ in the eucharistic elements, 
they have consistently abstained from attempting to define the 
manner of that presence ... The faith of the Roman Catholic Church 
is that the whole reality of the bread becomes the whole reality of 
the body of Christ (Trent and Myslerium Fideo. (This position many 
believe to be in hamony with the Anglican understanding)= 

Ibid., 21 
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E. Practice: Devotional pracüces such as adoration and reseivation of the 

Eucharist. which imply the permanence of aie Real Presence in the consecratecl 

elements, are legitimate, but not universally practiced in the Anglican 

Communion. 

F. Euchanst in a Divided Church: The scanda1 is that both the Churches 

cannot share in one another's Eucharist despite having been admitted into the 

eucharistic community through one baptism. Obstacles to this situation are to be 

removed. 

G. Communion under 80th Kinds: This is no longer a problem as it is 

being increasingly practiced in the Roman Catholic Church. 

Con clusion : 

Although the inability of the Roman Catholic Church to rewgnize 
the Anglican orders remains an obstacle to unity, we are agreed 
that there is not sufficient disagreement between us on the 
eucharistic doctrine taken by itself to constitute an obstacle to full 
communion6 

In the plenary session, members of the commission focused their 

attention on the sections of sacrifice and Real Presence. The majority of the 

objections raised were done so by the Evangelical side of the Anglican 

~ommunion.~ For example, it was pointed out that the dmft document had not 

7 Julian Charley was the only Evangelical representative on ARClC and was not an original 
member of the sub-commission on the Eucharist. Chariey raised objections to the first draft. 



paid sunicient attention to the %an-ward" movement of eucharistic sacrifice, Le.. 

the dynamic movement of the sacrament h m  God to human beings culminating 

in reception by faith. Furthemore. regarding Real Presence. it was argued that 

the drafk document was too explicit. The section on eucharistic reservaüon was 

also opposed. 

2- Document of The South Afncan Sub-Commission on The Euchanst 

The members of the sub-commission on the Eucharist were asked by the 

International Commission at the fint meeting to analyze the draft document 

taking into consideration the comments and suggestions made in plenary and 

submit a revised document for consideration at the second meeting to be held in 

Venice in September 1970. The group met in South Africa that year in May to 

consider the draft document and the various suggestions. In what follows I offer 

an outline of the results.' 

The sub-commission found that aie Windsor draft document, while 

doctrinally acceptable, gave the impression of being too outdated and narrowly 

focused. The document reads: 

i. Real and basic issues are teft untoushed: e.g. the word sacrifrce is 
bandied about without any definition of its meaning and practice 
related to the Eucharist. 

ii. Ternis and expressions are used which prejudice any 
understanding by Anglican Evangelicals or by the Protestant 

ARCIC. Sub-Commission on the Eucharist. "'The Eucharist: A Working Paper by the 
Anglican/Roman Catholic Commission, South Africa, May 1970," in Kamath, 'Canvergence on the 
Eucharist," 23-24. 



Churches, and which do not reflect much contempotary thinking in 
the Roman Catholic ~ h u r c h . ~  

The sub-commission also fel  that the draft document from Windsor would 

not be accepted by the Anglican Communion as a wtide. This was particularly 

true given the objections raised by the Evangelicals regarding sacrifice and Real 

Presence. In fact the conclusion from the Windsor draft document that 'Were is 

not sufficient disagreement between us on eucharistic doctrine taken by itself to 

constitute an obstacle to full communionn may not have been entirely true given 

the objections raised by the Evangelicals. 

In a revised document, the South Afncan sub-commission drafted the 

following structure:1° 

A. The CenWify of the Eucharist in oie Life of the People of God: The 

terms 'sacrificen and "Mass," used frequentîy in the Windsor draft document in 

reference to the Eucharist, are altogether avoided in the South African 

document. The sacrificial character of the Euchan'st is brought out through the 

biblical notion of the "mernorial." The 'God-ward" and 'man-wardn movements 

are given due importance. 

B. Euchanstic Language: The document discusses some of the problems 

associated with eucharistic language. Ternis like %acrificen and "Massn raise in 

the minds of many Anglicans, especially Evangelicals, historical objections which 

- - . ... 

Ibid.. 23. 

'O Ibid.. 23-24. 



stem from past controversies. In the course of the Church's history various 

names have devekped for the Eucharist. These include: Lord's Supper. Liturgy. 

Holy Mysteries, Synaxis, Mass and Holy Communion. The terni "Eucharisr 

however is preferable as it has perhaps become the most universa!ly acceptable. 

Behind the other terms lie the possibility of problems of belief and pracüce. On 

the question of Real Presence and transubstantiation the document reads: 

The Real Presence of Christ in the elements, as understood by the 
Western Catholic tradition. should be seen as dynamic presence. 
finding its fuffillment in the unity of the body of Christ and in the 
sanctification of the believer. The terms Wansubstantiation* and 
"consubstantiationn were originally linked with a specific 
philosophical system and ought not therefore to be serious bones 
of theological contention. Perhaps the terni 'Real Presence" has 
similar philosophical connections, but it has certain popular appeal, 
and even in authentic Catholic tradition is to be disünguished from 
purely local presence." 

C. Eucharistie Practice: The South African working draft admitted that 

reservation of the sacrament is meaningful at specific ümes especially within the 

context of liturgical action or communion of the sick, but noted quite carefully that 

this stance is not unanimous within the Anglican Communion. As for the length 

of time that Real Presence exists, the document supports the Anglican-Orthodox 

Conference in Bucharest, Romania in 1935 which says: The Eucharistic bread 

11 Ibid., 24. 



and wine remain the Body and Blood of Our Lord as long as these elements 

e~ist.~'  

The important revised working draft. produced by the sub-commission on 

the Eucharist in South Afn'ca in May 1970. is clear and exhaustive in its stnidure 

and composition, but, more importantly, pays close attention to the plurality of 

doctrine and practice within the Anglican Communion. The draft is considered 

one of the major contributions towards the final fom of the Windsor Statement. 

3. The Venice Document: "Church and EucharrSt" 

The second meeting of the Anglican/Rornan Catholic International 

Commission was held from 21-28 September 1970 in Venice. This meeting 

produced three papers: "Church and Authority," "Church and Ministry," and 

"Church and Eucharist." For out purposes here, we will focus on the third 

paper.'3 

The paper on the "Church and Eucharist" contained the foilowing sections: 

A. Church: This fint section on Church is a precursor to work on the 

Euchan'st which follows in subsequent sections of the text. According to the 

document the Church is an ecclesia. a communion whereby al1 members are 

drawn together in unity with God and one another in Christ through the Holy 

. - 

" Rumanian Commission on Relations with the Anglican Communion and the Church of England 
Delegation Appointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury,'Report of the Conferences at Bucharest 
1935, Sect. 1.5," in Lambeth Occashna/ Reports 1937-38, London: SPCK, 1948,197. 

13 ARCICI Sub-commission on Chutch and Eucharist, 'Church and Eucharist: Document 
Su bm itted to the Full AnglicaniRoman Catholic Commission," One in Chat 7 (1 971 ): 265-271 . 



Spirit. The Church is also diakonia, in that God calls al1 people into this 

communion to serve him, one another and the world. Finally the Church is a 

eucharistic cummunity where, through the celebration of the Eucharist, the 

gathered faithful give thanks to God for his mercies in creation and redemption. 

B. The Eucharist This section corresponds to the first and second section 

in the South Afn'can sub-commission's document on the Eucharist: The 

Centrality of the Eucharist in the Life of the People of Godw and 'Euchanstic 

Language." 

C. Euchanstic Practice: This section corresponds to the third section in 

the South African sub-commission's document which bears the same title. 

D. Eucharfst And Ministry In A Divided Church: In the Venice Document. 

this part of the South African sub-commission's document, is put in a section on 

its own. 

The Venice Document on Church and Eucharist concluded with a note on 

future work: 

We have been much encouraged both by a deeper appreciation of 
matters upon which we agree and by a clearer understanding of 
those upon which we differ. In respect to these differences we 
believe that we can begin to see various possible lines of 
convergence. But we iecognize that much more worù must be 
done on those aspects of the Eucharist to which some attention 
has been given in this pape?. In addition we have not yet been 
able to give adequate consideration to three important matters: 

i. Eucharist as great Thanksgiving. 
ii. Real Presence. 
iii. ~eservation.'~ 

l4 Ibid.. 271. 



These last three tepics were omitted from the South Afiican sub- 

commission's document due to the differing views between Roman Cathoücs 

and Anglicans. As a result, they were not incorporated into the Venice 

document. Of the three documents presented at the Venice meeting, the 

commission decided the one on Eucharist produced the greatest hopes for 

~onvergence.'~ As a result the commission decided to devote the whole of its 

next meeting in September 1971 to exarnining the three themes which arose out 

of the document on "Church and Eucharist". These three themes were: 

i. The Notion of Sacniice in the Eucharist in Anglican and Roman 
Catholic Theology. 

ii. The Real Presence in Anglican and Roman Catholic Theolo y. 
iii. An Examination in Depth of Our Various Eucharistie ~ules.' O 

It was also decided that these three headings would form the basis of discussion 

for three sub-commissions which would work during the intenrening time. One 

group would be located in England and would discuss the topic of sacrifice in the 

theology of the Eucharist of Anglicans and Roman Catholics. The second group 

would be located in Canada and the United States and would deal with Real 

Presence. The third group would be comprised of the South Aftican cornmittee 

members who would work on the eucharistie rules. 

l5 "Angl ican/Roman Catholic international Commission: Second Meeting." One in Christ 7 (1 971 ): 
258. 

l6 Ibid. 



The commission requested permission h m  the respedive authorities to 

publiçh the materials produceci at the Venice meeting. In its publication the 

commission would clanfy that the reports were only in the working stages and 

were not Agteed Staternents appmved by the commission nor by their churches. 

The purpose would only be to pmmote interest and encourage dialogue 

throughout the church. Permission was in fad granted and the Venice papers 

were published." The public reacted with interest.l8 

Comments on the Venice Document 

A. Sacfice: Several theologians raised questions around the notion of 

sacrifice and the Eucharist. John Coventry and Michael Walsh stressed the 

need for including Christ's resurrection and ascension to be incorporated into the 

discussion when speaking about Christ's sacrifice.lg Christ's sacrifice is not an 

event of past history but, through his resurrection and ascension, is one which 

dernonstrates his etemal priesthood. Thus Christ's resurrection along with his 

ascension is integral to the sacrifice. 

B. Intercommunjon: Coventry suggested that section four, which speaks 

about Eucharist and ministry in a divided church be moved to the statement on 

? 7 See Theology, 74 (Fabniary, 1971 ); The Ckgy Revbw 56 (Feb~ary, 1971 ); One in Chnst 7 
(1 971 ). 

'8 'ECU menisrn Traveis Hopefull y," TaMt 225 (Febnrary 6.1 971 ): 122-1 23; mAnglicanlRoman 
Caaiolic International Commission." Cktgy Reviéw 56 (Febniary. 1971): 1261 27. 

19 John Coventry, "The Venice Documents," One in Christ 7 (1 971): 149; and Michael J. Walsh, 
'Venetian Conversations, The Ililronai 231 (April 1971 ): 110. 



ministry. It was felt that the question of the validity of Anglican Orders is at the 

heart of intercommunion and thus needed to be deait with in tamis of ministry? 

4. The Norwich Statement 

In April 1971, following a suggestion made at the Venice meeting by the 

sub-commission on the Eucharist. an intemediary meeting was held at 

Poringland, Norwich, England. The purpose of mis meeting was to develop the 

Venice document on the basis of the criticisms elicited from its publication. The 

sub-commission had judged it necessary to draft a new paper for the meeting of 

the International Commission later that year. The resulting paper was a revision 

of the Venice document, which excised certain sections and reworked others. 

The new document came to be known as The Poringland Document or the 

Nontvich  ta temen t? 

This aocument was organized into three sections: 

i. The Mystery of the Eucharist. 
ii. The Eucharist and the Sacrifice of Christ. 
iii. The Presence of Christ. 

A month later, in May 1971, the South Afrïcan subcommission on the 

Eucharist carefully examined the Norwich Statement. In comparing it with the 

Venice document, the commission regretted the removal of the introductory 

Coventry, The Venice Documents." 150. 

21 ARCIC, Sub-commission on the Eucharist, 'The Eucharist: The Norwich Statement," One in 
Christ 9 (1 973): 194-1 m. 



section dealing with me Church believing mat the doctrine of the Eucharist can 

only be properly understood through an ecdesiological contextP The sub- 

commission also expressed concem that the Norwich Statement failed to 

emphasize two issues: 

i. The sacramental presence of Christ in the Eucharist. 
ii. The sacrificial aspect of the Eucharist. 

The members of the South Afiican sub-commission disagreed with the 

Norwich Statement's daim to greater measure of agreement" in the 

understanding of the nature of the ~uchanst? Instead, it fek that a greater 

rneasure of agreement had been achieved in the Venice d~curnent?~ Everyone 

would have to wait until the International Commission met later that year to find 

out what would be done with the Norwich Statement. 

5. The Windsor Statement: "Agreed Statement on Euchafistic Doctrinen 

In September 1971 the International Commission met again in plenary at 

Windsor, this time devoting most of their time and attention to the production of 

an agreed statement. In light of the controversy surrounding the Nomuich 

Statement, J.M.R. Tillard presented a long paper on the Roman Catholic and 

E.G. Knapp-Fisher, nAnglican/Rornan Cathdic International Commission: Histwicaî Introduction 
1970-1971 ," One h Christ 9 (1973): 109. 

ARCIC, Subcomrnission on the Eucharist, "The Narwich Statement,", 196. 

24 Knapp-Fisher, "Historical Introduction," 109. 



Anglican doctrines on the ~uchar is t .~~ The final stages of the Windsor 

Statement owe much to this important article.26 

At the preliminary discussion, the objections of the South AhJcan sub- 

commission were carefully examined. However, it was agreed to accept the 

scheme and framework of the Norwich Statement as the model for the Agreed 

Statement. Though the title had been changed, the ecclesiological context of the 

Eucharist was indeed present in the text of the Norwich Statement and the two 

central concems surrounding the sacrificial aspect of the Eucharist and the 

sacramental presence of Christ were still basic to the text. 

A first draff of the Agreed Statement was brought before the plenary and 

various changes were suggested and debateâ at length. A second draft was 

then produced which seemed to satisfy everyone. This draft was published as 

the Agreed Statement On The DocWne Of The Euchatist or The Windsor 

Statement. The final structure was as fo~lows:~~ 

1. 

ii. 

iii. 

The Tite: The Agreed Statement on Euchanstic Doclrine, was a 
unanimous agreement of the whole commission. 
Introduction: nos. one and two in the Agreed Statement are the 
same as those in the Norwich Statement, only in reverse. 
Section Ir The Mystwy of the Euchanst, in the Venice document 
this section was in two parts and in the Norwich Statement they 
were combined into one. In the Agreed Statement they are again 
put into two paragraphs. In al1 three staternents, the content is the 
same. 

25 J .MA. Tillard, 'Roman Cathdics and Anglicans: The Eucharist," One ri, Christ 9 (1 973): 1 31 - 
193; originally published as 'Catholiques ma ins  et Anglicans: l'Eucharistie," Nouv6Ile Revue 
TMologique 93 (1 97 1 ): 602-656. 

26 Knapp-Fisher. 'Historical Introduction," 109. 

27 See rny Appendix C for the full text of the Windsor Sta&ment. 



iv. Section II: The Eucha~st and the Sacn'fie of Christ, no. Five in the 
Agreeû Statement corresponds to no. four in the NoMnch 
Statement and to no. eight in the Venice document. 

v. Section lllr The Pasence of Christ, nos. six to eleven. In the 
Venice and the Norwich documents, these were cornbined in one 
number. 

vi. Conclusion: no. twelve. 

II. Analysis of the Windsor Stabment 

The Windsor Statement is not a complete theological treatise on 

eucharistic doctrine but a document reflecting the Christian faith of the Eucharist 

by two churches. In developing the final statement, members of the commission 

attempted to articulate the present faith of both churches and do so in 

contemporary language. Therefore to understand the content of the Windsor 

Statement it is necessary to tum to the commission members for their cornments 

on the document. 

1 . Introduction 

In the introduction to the Windsor Statement, commission co-chairs Henry 

Ossory and Alan Elmham expressed a conviction arnong the members of ARCIC 

that: 

. . .we have reached agreement on essential points of eucharistic 
doctrine. We are equally convinced ourselves that, though no 
attempt was made to present a fully comprehensive ireetment of 
the subject, nothing essential has been ~ rn i t t ed .~~  

ARCIC. uAgreed Statement on Eucharistic Doctrine," One in Christ 8 (1972). 69. 
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The commission was also clear that, although the statement does not 

exhaust al1 aspects regarding the theology of the Eucharist. there is 

consensus at the level of faithodg The intention of the group was to reach a point 

whereby al1 members of the commission auld Say, within the limits of the 

statement, "this is the Christian faith of the ~ u c h a r i s t . ~  

Commission member Herbert Ryan offers some points to keep in mind 

when reading the Windsor Statement: 

The statement does not attempt to refute polemicists of the past. 
however influential they may have been within our separate 
traditions. AIhough 1 seeks to incorporate the insights and 
concems of the sixteenth century, the intention of the document is 
to remain faithful to the early tradition of the eucharistic faith of the 
church prior to the estrangernent of the Roman and Anglican 
Communions frorn one another ... the document is not an exercise 
in archaic theology or a compromise statement amved at after 
eighteen months of debate. It is a joint statement made after 
shared research on the meaning of the eucharistic mystery as 
celebrated and apprehended in the church from the apostolic age 
to the present time. '' 
Paragraph one recognizes the diversity of terms used for the Eucharist 

throughout the course of history. Commission member Julian Charley pointed 

out that unfortunately the different terms for describing the Eucharist have 

become "party labelsn. These terms have been jeakusly guarded by churches 

Ibid. 

3a Ibid. 

31 Herbert J. Ryan, uAnglican/Roman Catholic Doctrinal Agreement on the Eucharist," Worship 46 
(1 972): 8. 



over the years to distinguish themselves fmm others. He wrote: 'For instance, 

Evangelicals have preferreâ to speak of 'the Lord's supper' or 'communion', 

while regarding 'Eucharist' as characteristically Anglo-Catholic and therefore 

suspect."32 However as the text of the Windsor Statements says, 'Eucharist has 

become the most univenally accepted terrnn (1). Charley adds that for the 

theologian, 'Eucharist" also had the practical advantage of providing an adjective 

"euchatistic" which the other ternis do not have? 

The Substantial Agreement 

The expression "substantial agreementm in the Windsor Statement, a term 

chosen by the commission after much deliberation, was hot  without theological 

presuppositions."34 In using the word "substantialn the commission intended to 

emphasize the fact that the agreement reached was not a %II agreement." As 

Tillard noted: "A full agreement would mean that on al1 points, apart from 

secondary details, agreement was ~ o r n ~ l e t e . " ~ ~  This was not the case with a 

substantial agreement. Instead, if one imagines an "axis of the faith", the two 

32 Julian W. Charley, The AnglicaruRornan Catholic Agtwrnent on the EuchanSt The 1971 
Anglican/Roman Catholic Statement on Euchan'st wiV, an Histonbal /ntrPductbn and 
Theological Commentary, (Bramcote, Notts: Gmve Books, 1 W2), 1 5. 

Ibid. 

34 J.M.R. Tillard, The ûeeper Implications of the AngliwnJRoman Cathdic Dialogue," Lumen 
Vitae 27 (1 972): 236. 

35 Ibid. 



communions concemed would "diverge on points dosely connecteci with this 

central hub? 

Tillard warned however that the sbtement should not be taken as a 

compromise or a search for the minimum. lnstead aie statement intends to 

encourage the churches to ask themselves whether this komrnunity of faith" 

resembles the kind of unity which would allow them to present themselves to the 

Christian world as sisters in a single confession of Jesus The first 

paragraph of the Windsor Statement is carehil not to daim too much. The 

agreement is usubstantialw not in the sense of being "largescale" but rather Wih 

regard to the essentia~s."~~ 

Eucharist and Redemption 

The second paragraph of the Windsor Statement states that the purpose 

of God through Jesus Christ is to unite al1 people to one another and to himself. 

This union is inaugurated through baptism, nurtured and deepened through the 

Eucharist, and expressed by the confession of a cornmon faith and life of loving 

sewice. 

As commission member Herbert Ryan pointed out, this paragraph 

introd uces the concept of koinaiia, i.e., Christian fellowship or cornrn~nion.~~ 

* Ibid., 237. 

37 Ibid., 239. 

" Ryan, 'Commentary on the Agresd Statement," 18. 

39 Ibid., 20. 



Baptism creates Christian koinmia. But koinalia also exists on the levels of faith 

and mission. Euchanstic sharing involves al1 three levels of Christian koinalia. 

It could be argued that Christians who share in the same baptisrn should go to 

the Eucharist together during liturgy. According to Ryan hem in lies the 

importance of the commission's task. The Anglican/Roman Catholic 

International Commission must show that a koinhia of faith exists between the 

Anglican and Roman Catholic communions and rnust win official approval for its 

findings, as well as move both communions forward in a mutual fostering of a 

common mission for the chur~h.*~ 

2. The Mystery of the Euchanst 

According to Herbert Ryan this first section of the Windsor Statement was 

"the pivotal point of the document" where the commission seeks to answer the 

fundamental question of what the church believes it is doing when it celebrates 

the €ucharistO4' Tillard, in his background paper on the Eucharist, wrote: 

The Kunos exercises his sovereignty over men essentially in the 
activity whereby he reconciles them and gathers them together in 
one Body - his Body. The gïft of the eucharistic body and blood 
represents in the economy of the new dispensation the act par 
excellence of total salvation, the effect of the paschal sacrifice. 
And so the sacramental presence is directecl to the fiuithrl 
encounter of the Lord with the mnmunity celebrating the mernorial 
- and, in the cornmunity, with each one of the faithful." 

- 

40 Ibid. 

41 Ibid., 20-21. 

42 Tillard. 'Roman Catholics and Anglicans." 163. 



The relationship of the Eucharist to the Church is brought out in the third 

and fourth paragraphs. Christians have long expressed that which happens at 

the Eucharist as ucommunion" (koinalia). i-e. the unity of al1 people together with 

the Triune God. Through receiving the body of Christ the Church grows in its 

koinma becoming fully community in a bond of mutual charity. Together this 

cornmunity enters into the mysterious unity with God, which is Christ's gift43 

3. The Euchanst and the Sacrifce of Christ 

The second section of the Windsor Statement covers two points: 

i. the eucharistic celebration does not repeat or add to Christ's one, 
perfect. and sufFicient sacrifice for the sins of the world 

ii. the Eucharist is a mernorial (anamnésis) which is the church's 
effectua1 proclamation of the totality of God's reconciling action in 
Christ. 

Paragraph five was perhaps one of the most difficuit to draft, for in the 

words of Julian Chariey: "If there was one subject that epitomized the tearing 

apart of Catholic and Protestant in the sixteenth century it was the sacrifice of 

the rnass.la The duty of the commission was to reconcile the Catholic and 

Anglican Communions on euchanstic sacrifice. They recognized that any 

attempt to find a formula for agreement which described the Eucharist as a 

43 Ryan, "Commentary on the Agreed Statement," 23. 

44 C harley, Agmement on the EuchatiM, 7 6. 



sacrifice had no hope of success. Instead. the commission had to find a soiution 

in the fundamental area of agreement, namely in the meaning of the liturgical 

action. The Roman Catholic and Anglican Communions are at one in their belief 

conceming the meaning of the eucharistic celebration? 

Commission co-chair Alan Clark cornments at length on this particular 

point: 

This section starts off with a firm assertion of the once-and-for-al1 
nature of Christ's redeeming death and resurrection. One c m  
sense the history behind this assertion, i.e., the contention of the 
Reformers that the Mass was an attempt to repeat Calvary. One 
acknowledges at once that we are approaching a mystery here and 
are al1 too aware that our formulation of the connection between 
the Sacrifice of the Cross and the Eucharist is inadequate. 
Nevertheless, 1 is firmly pointed out that in the Eucharist Christ is 
really acting in his Church in a sacramental way. 

Though, as has been noted by several critics, there is no categoric 
assertion that the Eucharkt is a sacrifice (for reasons which will 
become clear), neither has this been excluded. In fact the whole 
thrust of the reasoning here is that the Eucharist makes present the 
once-for-al1 sacrifice of Christ here and now. If that is so, then it 
cannot be anything but a sacfice in one sense or another. 
However, the commission were conscious that the word "sacrifice" 
has been indiscriminately used, without due attention being given 
to its meaning. Pages of theokgical treatises have been written in 
an endeavour to apply the notion to the Eucharist. There is no 
definition of the Church as to what constitutes a sacrifice, for the 
word obviously admits of analogy. It would, therefore, be 
theologically and doctnnally dangerous to construct one's ideas of 
sacrifice merely from Old Testament ideas, let alone ideas current 
in primÎtive religions. What we want to find is the meaning given in 
the traditional thought of the Church when this idea was applied to 
the Eucharist. Here we must al1 admit that we corne face to face 

45 Ryan, "Commentary on the Agreed Statement," 23. 
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with the dimension of mystery. The Eucharist is indeed a magnum 
mysterium? 

In the biblical notion of memorial the commission found a solution to the 

controversial problem of sacrifice. Liturgically they understood memorial as both 

a reminder to the people of God who evoke the memory of a salvation-event of 

the past and to God who is reminded of his promise of sa~vation.~~ While the text 

of the Windsor Statement tended to ernphasize more the "man-wardn movement 

rather than the "God-ward" movement, largely due to the influence of the 

evangelicals, the commission was able to reach a consensus on this Wiomy 

matter." Once again it was Tillard's background article on the Eucharist which 

proved helpful in providing this solution. 

4. The Presence of Christ 

The third section of the Windsor Statement deals with the presence of 

Christ in the eucharistic mystery. It begins with a clear statement of the Real 

Presence of Christ "effectually signified by the bread and wine which, in this 

mystery, become his Body and Blood" (6). The emphasis in this first paragraph 

is on the way in which Real Presence can be understood. It is to be understood 

46 AIan C. Clark, Agmement on the Eucharist: the Wndsor Statement wiUl an IntriDductibn and 
Commentaty, (London: R.C. Ecumenical Commission of England and Wales. 1 WZ), 1 2. 
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as the paschal mystery of Chrisfs death and resurrection and as a message of 

Christ's life to his Church in oder to unite his mystical body to himsetf. 

Perhaps the most controversial part of this paragraph is its footnote 

conceming Vansubstantiation". During the drafting of the Windsor Statement 

the Wo communions could not agree on using the word transubstantiation. As 

commission member Christopher Butler wrote, it was 'unpleasing to some 

Anglican e a d 8  As a result the terni was moved to a fwtnote. Alan Clark 

comments on this action: 

Some praise it. some find it poverty-stricken, a few condemn it. Yet 
one would assert that it contains the restrained doctrine of Trent, 
which concentrates on the rniiabilis conversio as the centre of 
eucharistie faith in the Real Presence. 

This is not to deny for a moment that the Council found 
transubstatiation as the most apt way (aptissim.. convenienter et 
proprie) of making the meaning of the mirabilis conversio clear. As 
the note says. it indicates that G d ,  acting in the Eucharist, effects 
a change in the inner reality of the elements while the sense data 
remain. It is equally tnie that the Council had no wish to lock itseff 
to a particular philosophy of substance and accident, but did wish 
to indicate unequivocaily that what I perceive through my sense as 
ordinary bread and wine are no longer bread and wine, but the 
Body and Blood of Christ, thus illustrating "the mysterious and 
radical change which takes placen. 

It was, therefore, the purpose of the commission to underfine the 
truth that the dogma of the Real Presence is based finnly on the 
rnirabilis conversio. This is not to set aside the doctrine implicit in 
the term transubstantiation but to emphasize its real meaning in 
terms of a mimbilis conversio. It belongs to theology to reflect on 
this - hence the devekped notion of transubstantiation to be 
found in our textbooks. But the development of this idea rests on a 
particular philosophical fiamework and should not be inserted in 
what is a credal statement and no more. 

Chtistopher Butler. The Cathdic and Anglican Eucharist." T a k t  225 (1971): 899. 
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It was thetefore no attempt to avoid real doctrinal controversies or 
divergences that made us relegate an explanation of the terni to a 
footnote. but a conviction that this Catholic doctrine can be 
misinterpreted even by our~elves.~~ 

Paragraph seven states that 'Christ is present and active" in a variety of 

ways during the celebration of the Eucharist. In the eucharistic celebration. 

Christ is present presiding through his minister and his Word, inviting his own to 

the table. Here he gives of himself sacramentally in the Body and Blood of his 

passover so that al1 may become his body. The Lord is present at the nght hand 

of the Father outside the sacramental order offering himself to the Church, in the 

Eucharist, the sacramental gift of h imse~f .~ 

Paragraph eight looks at the relationship between Christ's presence and 

the believer's falh during the eucharistic celebration. In the eucharistic liturgy, 

the sacramental body and blood of Christ are present as an offering to the 

believer, awaiting the believer's welcome. Through the believer's faith, Christ's 

presence is no longer just a presence for the believer, but also a presence with 

the believer. It is important to note however that Christ's presence &does not 

depend on the individual's faith in order to be the Lord's real gift of himself to his 

Church," Christ's presence is independent of the believer's faith. Tillard's paper 

was helpful in providing the framework for this tex-: 

4g Clark. Agreement on the Eucharist. 14-1 5. 
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It is also true to Say - though the meaning must be clear - that 
the sacramental Body and Blood. with al1 th& wealth of saving 
power, are a presence-that-is-professed, awaiting the welcoming 
response of the believer, and this can only take place through living 
faith. itseif a gift of the Spi rit... By faith and only by faith, the 
presence - which has no need of faith in order to be the objective 
gift of himself which the Lord offers his Church - becomes no 
longer merely a presence for the believer but a presence wilh him. 

. using the word 'presence' as understood in personalist philosophy 
where it is linked with the notion of interpersonal and reciprocal 
relations? 

Also commenting on paragraph eight, Charley insisted that Christ is 

present in the Eucharist as a gift to the believer? As the Statement itself affinns 

Christ's presence does not depend on the individual's faith in order to be the 

Lord's real gift of himself to his Church. Even though one might logically identify 

two moments in the Eucharist, Christ's offering of himseif to humanity and 

humanity's acceptance in faith, the two are indivisible in the one eucharistic 

~elebration?~ By distinguishing the two moments and identifying them, the 

commission was able to reconcile the Evangelical and Catholic positions. 

Charley writes: 

It is important to emphasize the objectivity of this first logical 
'moment'. Catholics have always feared that the Protestant 
emphasis upon faith at the point of reception, i.e. the second 
'moment', delivered the whole rite over to subjectivity. By 
apparently making the gift of God dependent upon man's faith and 
not God's grace. Protestants have seemed to make the presence 
of Christ to be alrnost at man's beck and call. Hence the Statement 
asserts that Christ's presence 'does not depend on the individual's 

'' Ibid. 
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faith in order to be the Lord's real gift of himsetf to his church' (8). 
So long as the euchanstic action is seen as a whole. this logical 
order of Christ's 'offering to the believer awaiüng his welcome' (8) 
presents no difficutties. It only becomes suspect when a severance 
is made between a consecraüon and recep t i~n .~  

Paragraph nine looks at the relationship between Christ's presence and 

the act of sacramental eating. The Windsor Text states that, following the words 

at the Last Supper 'Take and eat; this is my body', we are unable to dissociate 

the "gift of the presence and the act of sacramental eating" (9). The elements 

are no "mere signs" but Christ's Body and Blood which becorne really present 

and are really given. The purpose of this gift is that believers "may be united in 

communion with Christ the Lord" (8). 

The commission discussed at some length the relationship between Real 

Presence and sacramental eatir~g.~' For Anglicans, emphasis was on the 

association of the presence of Christ with the eating and dfinking." They indeed 

understood the objective presence of Christ but aiways within the whole 

movernent of the Eucharist which culminates in the act of sacramental 

communion. Roman Catholic tradition however has often considered the 

objective presence of Christ in the Eucharist in itself and not so much in Îts 

relation to the communion of believers. Paragraph nine successfully combines 

these two traditions and makes it clear that the gift which the Lord confen 

Y lbid., 21. 
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through the Eucharist does not depend on the sacramental communion, but 

cannot be dissociated from it- 

Paragraph ten notes how the consecratory prayer leads to the communion 

of the faithful. It also introduces the belief that the bread and wine "become the 

Body and Blood of Christ by the action of the Holy Spiritn 

The eschatological dimension of the Eucharist is touched upon in 

paragraph eieven. The text reads that through the celebraüon of the Eucharist 

we 'anticipate the joys of the age to corne." Through the Spirit of God, the bread 

and wine become the 'heavenly rnanna and the new wine, the eschatological 

banquet for the new man: elements of the first creation become pledges and first 

fruits of the new heaven and the new earth." 

5. Con clusion 

At the end of the text, the members of the International Commission 

wrote: Vie believe that we have reached substantial agreement on the doctrine 

of the Eucharist." They recognized that they had been conditioned by the 

traditional ways in which they had "expressed and practicedn their euchanstic 

faith. However, any remaining points of disagreement could be resolved based 

upon the principles established in the Agreed Staternent. They closed with a 

hopeful note: 

it is Our hope that in view of the agreement which we have reached 
on eucharistic faith, this doctrine will no longer constitute an 
obstacle to the unity we seek. 



Shortly after the publication of the Windsor Statement on 31 December 

1971. commission cechairperson Henry McAdoo, wrote an article reflecting on 

the recent work of the commission. Commenting on the status of the Agreed 

Statement, he wrote: 

The Agreed Statement is not an agreement which has been 
fomally ratified by both churches and handed down h m  on high 
as a directive, but its standing is more than that of a private essay 
by several hands. lts status is mat of a consensus, a 'substantial 
agreement', arrived at by an international group of eighteen 
theologians, members of a commission officially appointed by both 
Communions to inaugurate and continue that 'serious dialogue' 
between the two churches which Pope Paul VI and the Archbishop 
of Canterbury announced their intention of bringing about in their 
Common Declarabon of March 1 966.- 

As the statement pointed out in its introduction. the document was 

presented to the "officialn authorities of the two respective communions 

immediately following its completion. The commission would have to wal for the 

two churches to evaluate the conclusions of the text before it couid be ratified. 

Commenting from Rome, Cardinal Johannes Wiliebrands, president of the 

Secretariat for Promoting Christian Unity, expressed his appreciation to the 

commission for their work and Prduous seivice to the ~hurch." Willebrands 

wrote: 

At present the Statement îs subrnitted to further study and 
discussion by the theologians. The commission will examine their 
suggestions and criücisms. The official authorities of the Church 

51 Henry R. McAd00, 'Introduction: Documents on Modem Euchan'stic Agreement" in Modern 
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will not take over the task proper to the theologians. but follow their 
further work with confidence ... A final judgment on the result, its 
implications and consequences can only be given at a later stage. 
But we may Say that the intention. expresseâ in the Cornmon 
Declarafion of the Pope and the Archbishop has been seriously 
pursued, that the work achîeved so far has given new hope and 
inspires Our prayers." 

III. Reactions to the Windsor Statement 

The Agreed Statement on Eucharistie Doctrine was completed at Windsor 

on 7 Septernber 1971 but the text itsel was not released to the public until 31 

December 1971. The International Commission was waiting for both Rome and 

Canterbury to give permission to publish the staternent. When the text was 

finally released to the press in December, reactions to 1 came imrnediately from 

al1 levels of the Anglican and Roman Catholic churches. In this section I will 

examine some of these reactions- 

1. Rome and Canterbury 

If one considers that fact that the International Commission was the result 

of the 1966 meeting between Pope Paul VI and the Archbishop of Canterbury, 

Michael Ramsey, it would be expected that some official readion would corne 

from these two bodies shortly after the release of the Agreed Statement. This 

however was not the case. The Vatican press office did however release a note 

59 Ibid. 



of caution immediately following the statement's pub~ication.~ They advised that 

the Windsor Staternent was at present simply a "study document" committing no 

one other than the members of the International Commission themselves. Both 

Anglican and Roman Catholic leaders would study the document "with interest 

and attention" however full agreement hac: not yet been reached by the two 

hierarchies who would "reserve their opinions till a later date." The Archbishop 

of Canterbury spoke in a similiar fashion at St. Patrick's Cathedra1 in New York, 

just weeks after the release of the Windsor Statement. He noted that the report 

was not "a pronouncement by the Churches; ... but cames only the authorïty of its 

authors." He concluded however on a positive note by saying, 'it shows 

remarkably how Roman Catholic and Anglican theologians can find agreement 

on sorne of the most important questions."1 

2. Roman Caiholic Theologians, Pastors and Lay People 

A. Negaüve Reacüons: lrnrnediately following the publication of the 

Agreed Statement, the Catholic Priest's Association (CPA) in England released a 

document attacking the commission's findings6* The CPA wrote: "We find the 

following points of the commission's statement entirely unacceptable, as they are 

contrary to the teaching of the Church." Wih respect to the sacrificial nature of 

" Vatican Press Once, Cautious Note." Tablet 226 (8 Jan. 1972): 17. 

61 Archbishop of Canterbury. Michael Rarnsey, 'Rome and Canterbury,' Tablet 226 (29 Jan. 
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the Eucharist, the definitions of Trent have been "downgraded if not rejectedl 

The Agreed Statement omits M a t  is essential in the Catholic theology of the 

Eucharist which can only 'advance a false concept of ecumenism which the 

Pope has so often waned against." Furthermore the Statement's daim that the 

priest presides at the table through the action of the Holy Spirit and that it is the 

transforming action of the Spirit which makes the bread and wine, the body and 

blood, "reduces the sacred priesthood" and is "wntrary to the Churdi's teaching 

on the part played by the priest in bringing about the Real Presence." With 

respect to Real Presence the Windsor Statement makes the presence of Christ 

dependent upon the sacramental eating. The CPA concluded by stating W e  

consider this statement of the commission a serious blow to true ecumenism, 

from which it will not recover unless promptly rectifie&" Unforhinately the CPA's 

immediate reaction shifted the focus in the British press away from the content of 

the document ont0 the CPA's reaction to it. Eventually however, due to 

clarifications made by the international Commission and others in Engiand, this 

controversy quickl y faded F3 

B. Positive Reactions: At the same time that the CPA was reacting 

against the Windsor Statement, others were expressing positive reactions 

towards the document. Roman Catholic theologian Richard Steward m t e  to the 

Tablet praising the results of the Agreed Statement. He criücized the CPA for 

their "instantaneous" reaction and pointed out how they had erred in their 

63 Karnath, "Convergence on the Eucharist." 74. 
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observations. He concluded &y saying: 'No one would deny that we have not yet 

reached the end of the road; but each milestone should be greeted with joy - 
especially when we have to sumun t  a hurdle to get to it.* 

Another M e r  stated that the Windsor Statement had been Worth staying 

up for." 65 He was refemng to the time embargo that was placeci on its 

publication until 'Yhe first minute of the new year." But the statement had 

announced to the woM that it had reached 'substantial agreement' on the 

doctrîne of the Eucharist. A "remarkable achievement" by the mernbers of the 

international commission; al1 of whom were people of "eminence and 

unimpeachable orthodoxy." There would be no doubt that if these individuals 

claimed to have corne to such a level of agreement rheir opinion would be 

accepted by the Church authonües at large.& 

Roman Catholic writer Peter Hebblethwaite also shared in the enthusiasm 

of the International Commission's publication, however in a somewhat less 

emphatic way.67 He spoke firçt against those who had dismissed the importance 

of the Windsor Statement on the grounds that it was sirnply the fruit of We work 

of eighteen people." Hebblethwaite agreed that the Statement was not an 

expression of the magisterium. but at the same time it was more than a private 

Richard Stewart, Convergence on the Eucharist," Table1 226 (15 Jan. 1972): 37. 
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statement. Each of the commission members were carefully chosen by their 

respective chuich bodies. The gmup was as official as they could be." They 

had been given a particular mission and a method to carry out. their work. If one 

misunderstood the spirit and method of the commission then they would also 

misunderstand the valuable work it had done. 

C. Ctitical Reflections and Comments: The majority of responses to the 

Windsor Statement fell under this third category. These authors, while 

recognizing the importance of the Agreed Statement for future relations between 

Anglicans and Roman Catholics, nevertheless offered a number of suggestions 

and criticisms. The following sub-sections may help to organize better these 

react ions. 

a. Language and Styie: To some the language of the Windsor Statement 

was appealing since it departed frorn the technical language so often associated 

with 'Yheologians' doc~rnents."~~ To others however the wording was too 

sirnpiistic. Roman Catholic theoiogian Michael Hurley for example, considered 

the lang uage to have been "disappointingly pede~trian."'~ Hurley claimed that 

the English language had the capacity of being a "delicate instrument of 

theological thinking and expressioii." However the Windsor Staternent did not 

Iive up to this potential. 

" Ibid. 
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Further on the issue of language theologian Michael Fahey, being aware 

of the broad impact that this work would have on the ecumenical community, 

remarked on how the document was conceived within 7he matrix of the English 

language." According to Fahey this may render some of the statement's 

nuances difficult for those for whom English is not their first language." 

b. Purpose and Meaning of the Consensus: From the outset the Windsor 

Statement had clearly expressed two intentions: i) to reach a consensus at the 

level of faith on essential points of eucharistic doctrine, and ii) to seek a deeper 

understanding of the reality of the Eucharist. Conceming the first point. Eric 

Doyle remarked that since the consensus was not on al/ points of doctrine the 

best the commission memben might daim was that they had reacheâ 

agreement cn part of the Christian faith on the ~ucharist." As to the second 

intention, Doyle stated clearly that in his opinion "the Statement did not provide a 

deeper understanding of the reality of the Eucharist in any significant sense." 

lndeed the commission had used well modem biblical and theological insights to 

better understand the Eucharist. However, acwrding to Doyle, they had not 

developed i )  a relationship between the "deeper understanding of the reality of 

the Eucharistn and "consensus at the level of falh" and ii) the meaning of "our 

common inheritance." 

" Michael A. Fahey, 'Consensw on the Eucharist," Month 247 (1985): 334. 
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c, Mernorial: Several Roman Catholics felt that Windsor's focus on the 

bi blical notion of memorial was especially appropriate? Huriey considered the 

Windsor Statement's treatment of the eucharistie memorial to have been 

perhaps its single most important feature." The text of the document calls the 

memorial a h o  mere calling to mind of a past event or of its significance, but the 

Church's effectua1 proclamation of God's mighty acts" (5). Hurley concluded his 

remark with a note of subtle disappointment that the ucorresponding notion of 

epiklesis receives no mentionn in the text of the document. 

d. Sacrifice: The Windsor Statement does not make any explicit 

affirmation of the Eucharist as a sacrifice. Roman Catholic theologian Avery 

Dulles attributed this to the members' "failure to break with an inadequate and 

outdated concept of sacrifice."75 Dulles did not however consider this omission 

to be a "major faultn of the document since the statement does affirm "al1 the 

elements that many contemporary Roman Catholics would regard as essential to 

the notion of sacrifice." Others such as P. Detetter and J. Pu& maintained that 

memorial as expressed in the Windsor document was sufficient for what Roman 

Catholics meant by sacrifi~e.'~ 
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e. Real Presence: This section of the Windsor Statement in particular 

received much attention. According to Dulles the Windsor Statement achieved a 

delicate balance between a 'Catholic" substantial understanding and a 

"protestant" dynamic understanding of Real ~resence." Dulles believed that 

Windsor's staternent, while avoiding the medieval concem with Uh~w" Christ 

becomes present, was sufficiently strong to satisfy most Roman Catholics. In a 

similar tone, Luis M. Bermejo considered this section to be one of the "clearest 

and most emphatic statements in the document".78 

Eric Doyle was notably dissatisfied with the commission's handling of this 

section.79 He considered the "distinctive moden of Christ's Real Presence in the 

Eucharist to be "an essential datum" of the Catholic faith. For example, the 

Council of Trent used the terni "transubstantiation" to describe the special mode 

of Christ's presence in the Eucharist. However the Windsor Statement did not 

deal with the way in which Christ was present. With this important omission 

Doyle questioned how the commission members cauld possibly have claimed 

essential agreement. 

f. Transubstantiation: For some Roman Catholics the footnote on 

transubstantiation was not sunicient. They demanded greater attention be given 

to this tem. For others there was a question as to why it was not simply omitted 

7? Dulles, 'Eucharistie Consensus," 449. 
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altogether." Bennejo wrote that transubstantiation was for the most part 'no 

longer favoured even by Catholic theologians." Since it provoked 'unnecessary 

controversies and useless misunderstandings in the ecumenical field, the 

commission could have simply ornittecl the footnote in question affer affirming the 

reality of the eucharistic conversion implied in the doctrine of the Real 

~resence."' 

g. Other Comments: There were a handful of other mixed comments and 

reactions to the staternent. Some were concemed for example that no reference 

was made to Mary's role in the eucharistic celebration nor to the invocation of the 

saints.82 Others raised questions relating to the minister presiding at the 

eucharistic table. For Dulles and otherS a criticat omission ftom the Windsor 

Statement was the question as to the duration of Christ's presence in the 

wnsecrated elements, i.e. "Do the consecrated elements iernain his body and 

blood after the celebration has corne to an end?* The answer to this question 

would no doubt be the starting point for other questions about resenration and 

adoration of the consecrated elements? 

Bermejo, 'Growing Convergence," 206. 
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3. Anglican Communion 

A. Anglican ConsuHabve Council (ACC): The Anglican Consultative 

Council is a conciliar body of the Anglican Communion that was created by the 

1968 Lambeth Conference to enable Anglicans to pmmote inter-Anglican and 

ecumenical relations. The ACC has developed a pattern of gathering in various 

locations around the world every two to three years. Its first meeting after the 

publication of the Windsor Statement was in 1973 in Dublin. 

At this meeting the ACC had a chance to review end discuss the Agreed 

Statement. The council recorded its "satisfaction with the work of ARCIC" and 

looked fonuard to the lntemational Commission's next statement on ~inistry.~' 

The ACC also gave its assurance that the reactions of the members churches 

would be t a k n  into account by ARCIC in any revised version of the Statement. 

In closing, the Council passed a resolution officially "wefcoming the ARCIC 

Agreed Statement on Eucharistic Doctrine" and recommending it "to the 

consideration of all member ~ h u r c h e s . ~  

B. Anglo-Calholic Responses: The reflections and comments of 

theologians A.M. Allchin and E.L. Mascall could be taken as representaüve of 

the Anglo-Catholic wing of the Anglican Communion. Allchin was appreciative of 

the diverse cross-section of the lntemational Commission. For him, the Agreed 

85 Anglican Consultative Council. Report of the Second Meting, Dublin 1973, (London: SPCKs 
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Statement was an expression of @genuine rediscoveries of the collegial, 

corporate nature of Christian thinking? The Windsor Statement, was not a 

"patchwork of compromises, in which clarity and depth haâ been lost in a haze of 

ambiguity and qualificationsn but a statement that had "a balance and directness 

which none of its authors might have achieved on their own.* One of the most 

striking features for Allchin was that while giving a new expression to the doctrine 

of the Eucharist, the rnembers of ARClC did not abandon traditional tenninology 

nor continuity with the p a ~ t . ~ ~  

In his comments on the various sections of the Statement, Allchin noted 

that Section II maintained an admirable balance and clarity between the once- 

for-al1 nature of the sacrifice and its constant presence in the? ~hurch.~' Section 

III as well appeared to be quite clear moving h m  a IKne statement on the many 

dimensions of Christ's presence in the Eucharisr (7), to the role of faith in the 

individual (8). and then to the purpose of the Real Presence as a uniting of 

humanity in communion with Christ (9), Vie "magnificent affirmationn about the 

"bread and wine which, in this mystery, becomes his body and bloodw (6), and 

finally to the action of the Holy Spirit in the consecration of the elements (10) and 

in the anticipation of the joy of the banquet of God's kingdom (1 1 ). 
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Regarding the role of the Holy Spirit, Allchin noted that the 

pneumatological dimension wuld also have been developed in both paragraph 

five and seven which ernphasize the anamnBsis and the idea that the gscended 

Lord transcends the sacramental ~rder."~' He concluded his commentary by 

expressing hope that this urediscovered Trinitarian nature of the eucharistic 

prayer ... will find explicit expression in Mure revisions of the euchanstic ritew in 

both the Church of England and the Roman Catholic ~ h u r d i . ~  

Anglican theologian E.L. Mascall, unlike Allchin, did not go point-by-point 

through the Agreed Statement but instead presented a survey of contemporary 

eucharistic theology. Speaking on the authority of Agreed Statements. 

especially Windsor, Mascall wrote: 'it woiild be a mistake to suppose that such 

agreements are simply the results of negotiations behnreen the various groups 

whose names they bear. While these latter are by no means to be despised. 

there lies behind them a whole mass of research and discussion on the plane of 

pure scholarship which goes back to the early yean of this century and is still 

going on t ~ d a ~ . " ' ~  
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C. Evangelical Anglican Responses: 

a. Church of England Evangelical ~ o u n c i l ~  

Positive Reflections: The Council responded favoumbly to many of the 

aspects of the document, especially the uniqueness of Christ's sacrifice and the 

objective presence as a gift offered to the believer. 

Negauve Reflections: The Council questioned the prudence of publishing 

the Agreed Statement before settling the issue of its authority. It was also noted 

that the expression "bread and wine becorne Christ's body and bloodw and the 

footnote on transubstantiation are ambiguous and misleading. The treatment of 

mernorial is obscure because it fails to clarify both who is reminding whom of 

what and in what sense a past event isthus made effective in the present. 

Overall, the Council was apprehensive that several areas of euchanstic 

controversy had not been dealt with fully. 

b. Evangelical Anglican ~earn" 

After having prepared their own response to the Agreed Statement, the 

Evangelical Council appealed to its Evangelical Team to prepare a fuller 

response and submit it to the International ~ommission.~~ 

94 Church of England Evangeiical Council, 'Comments on the Agreed Statement," Church of 
England Newspaper (1 8 February 1972). 

" In 1966 the Church of England Evangelical Council was invited by the Roman Cathdic Church 
to gather a team of thedogians to enter into dialogue with various Cathdic thedogians. The two 
teams met regularly to discuss various ttiedogical issues. 

96 R.T. kkwi th ,  ChtWs Pmsence end Sacntice: The Agreed Slatement on Euchafistic Lùxtn'ne 
Drawn up by the Ang/ican/Roman Cattioiiic Intematibnal Commission wiai a Response drawn up 
on behalfof the Evan~elical Anglican Team Ibr TheoIogical Didogue inoi Roman Catholics, 
(London: Church Book Raom Press), 1973. 



Positive Reflections: It was clear that there was much in the Statement 

that Evangelicals would welcome. In cornparison to other agreed statements on 

the Euchanst between national groups of Anglicans and Roman Catholics the 

Windsor Statement was an =advance in every respect." It was unusually well 

drafted and =eIegantly worded." The influence of Scripture was evident from 

"both the things it says and in the things it reftains from saying." 97 

Negative Reflections: The Evangelical Anglican Team felt that 

International Commission should have first dealt with the questions of Church 

and Authority before dealing with the Eucharist. This would have allowed them 

an opportunity to understand each other's attitudes on Scripture and Tradition. 

The uncertainty of the Statement in several places, for example in the section on 

sacrifice, reflected the difficuity the commission had in coming to a common 

agreement." 

The Evangelicals claimed that Windsor's understanding of Real Presence 

and sacrifice was not scriptural and therefore presented problems for their 

acceptance. For example the commission claimed the Real Piesence of Christ 

in the consecrated elements. For Beckwith, once the Real Presence is admitted 

in the elements then related issues such as reservation and adoration would 

have to follow. This would not be acceptable to Evangelicals. Beckwii was 

" Ibid., 12-1 3. 

ibid., 15-16. 



however careful to add that receptionism is not the same as subjectivism, for 

"faith does not create God's grace, but only embraces it? 

The Evangelicals also took issue with the Agreed Staternent's treatment 

of the Eucharist as sacrifice, in particular their associating this understanding 

with mernorial. Making the terni memonal to mean making present the oncefor- 

al1 sacrifice of Christ here and now" was for the Evangelicak against the 

etymology and usage of the Greek word anamnësis. The Passover mernorial 

was in fact very much concemed with reminding and rernembering as is shown 

in Exodus l2:l4, 13:3-9, and Deutemnomy 1 6:3.Im 

P.E. Hughes, one of the members of the Evangelical Team. believed that 

the International Commission failed to give precise expression to the doctrines of 

"humar;-ward" movement of the Eucharist and the receptionistic understanding of 

Real Presence. As a result he considered the Agreed Statement to be one of 

ambiguity, equivocation and compromise. He wrote: 30 resort to fine-sounding 

but ambivalent teminology is to paper over the cracks and then call attention to 

the attractiveness of the wall-paper." He concluded that: "this is no way to 

strengthen or rebuild the ~hurch."'~' 

Ibid., 19-20. 

'O0 Ibid. 

101 P.E. Hughes, 'Eucharistie Agreement,' in A Critiiqu8 of Eucha&dic Agmement, (London: 
SPCK, 1975), 62. 



c, Oxford Conference 1975 

In April 1975 the Oxford Conference on relations between the Church of 

England and the Roman Catholic Church gathered to discuss the recent 

developments in church life and in particular the Agreed Statements on Eucharist 

and ~ i n i s t r y ' ~ *  The conference had met regularly since 1950 and was primarily 

a vehicle to represent Evangelical Anglican concems. The approach at this 

conference was to discover whether the Evangelical Anglicans and the Roman 

Catholics could rewgnize their faith in the Statements. The only Evangelical 

member of the International Commission, Julian Charley, was present at the 

conference. According to one source, Charley provided an bdmirably clear 

picture of what they have and have not achievedn in the Agreed Statements and 

made a "most moving appeal to his fellow Evangelicals to approach these 

documents in a positive and irenic way. ni03 He argued that the International 

Commission had been detemined to avoid any ambiguities, however some were 

unavoidable because of the difficulty of language. Charley clarified that the 

starting point of the carnmission was aiways Scripture despite it not being 

abundantly quoted in the text of the ~ ~ r e e r n e n t . ' ~  

'O2 The International Commission had pmduced an Agreed Statement on Ministry at Canterbury in 
1973. 

103 Charles LaFontaine, "Ecumenism - How Hard are the Times?," Ecumnel  T'nds 4 (1975): 
1 03-1 09; uAn Evangelical Approach ,* lablet 229 (1 9 Apnl 1 975): 373. 

'04 J. Charley, "The Wotk of ARCICDn in The Oxf9rd Cont?mnce 7975: Agwment in the Fa& 
Talks betwen Anglicans and Roman Cathdics, (London: Church Book R o m  Pr-, 1975), 47- 
48. 



At the end of the conference il was clear that there remained many 

theological differences on eucharistie doctrine between Evangelicals and Roman 

Catholics. Many from the Evangelical side were still not ready to accept any of 

the Windsor Statement. The conference did show one thing however. There 

was a deep desite for unity between the two groups; a desire to ubuild up a 

public, positive and understanding relationship that would have been unthinkable 

a few years a g ~ . " ' ~ ~  

D. Lambeth Conference 1978: At its international synod in 1978 the 

Anglican Communion passed several statements on Anglican1 Roman Catholic 

re~ations.'~~ It recog nized the work done by the l ntemational Commission thus 

far as "a solid achievementn, one in which Anglicans could recognize their own 

faith and expressed hopes for sacramental sharing between the two 

communions pending the approval by both bodies. Futher the conference 

"invited" ARClC to explain its work as a consideration to those who responded to 

the Agreed Statements. Finally it recommended the statements for fumer 

consideration in each of the communions with a view to bringing about a greater 

sharing in life worship and mission between Anglicans and Roman Catholics. 

- 

'O5 uAn Evangelical Approach," 373. 

'" Lambeth Conferencel978, Report of the Lambeth Conkmnce 1978, London: (CIO PuMishing. 
1 978): ResoIution 33. 



IV. Elucidations on the Windsor Statement, Salisbury 1979 

In 1979 the International Commission gathered in Salisbury, England to 

refiect upon the suggestions offered to their now three Agreed Statements 

(Eucharist, 1 971 ; Ministry, 1973; and Authority, 1976). The document produced, 

entitled ~lucidations'~~, expressed 3he unanimous view of the commission on 

the intention and meaning of the documents." It is important to note that these 

elucidations were not intended to mcorrect" the text of the Agreed Statements in 

the sense that the commission memben were now changing their mind. lnstead 

they were meant to fuither explain what the commission intended to Say in the 

original statements. 

The Agreed Statement on Eucharistc Doctnne was perhaps the one 

which drew the most amount of responses of the three produced. In the original 

text the commission stated that its aim was to discover whether Roman Catholics 

and Anglicans share the same faith in the Eucharist. The meaning of 

"substantial agreementn was clarified in the elucidations as rneaning "unanimous 

agreement on essential matters" and that if any points of disagreement remained 

they could be resolved on the principles established within in the statement 

i t s e ~ f . ~ ' ~ ~  

- - -  -- 

1 O7 
ARC ICI "Elucidations: Euchatistic Dodrine, Ministry and Ordination," AmCan Ecclesial Revie w 

22 (1 980): 180-1 90, 

'08 Ibid.. 239. 



According to the elucidations the majority of the concems and criticisms 

centered around four points: the anamnébis and sacrifice of the Eucharist, the 

question of Christ's presence. the conditions for reception, and the reservation of 

the consecrated elements. In answer to the first point the commission defended 

its usage of anamnësis by appealing to a number of sources induding the New 

Testament, patristic literature, liturgical texts both East and West, and later 

theological sources such as the Council of Trent, the Book of Cornmon Prayer, 

the Book of Alternative Sewices and the Roman Catechism. In each of these 

the commission remained convinced that anamnesis reflected the proper 

meaning of the "once for al1 event of salvation which becomes effective in the 

present through the action of the Holy ~~i r l t . " 'O~ Awrding to the commission 

the word anamnesis seemed to do justice to the semitic background by signifying 

a stro ng conviction of sacramental realism and rejecting mere symbolism. This 

did not mean however that anamnésis was the only way of expressing this 

reality. The commission noted that other terms may also be used to express the 

cornmon eucharistic faith shared between Anglicans and Roman Catholics. 

The commission also noted that in the Christian doctrine of redemption 

the word sacrifice has been useâ in two intimately associated ~ a ~ s . " ~  First in 

the New Testament the word refers to the historical reality of Christ's saving work 

for humanity. Second in the tradition of the Church similar language has been 

'Og Ibid.. 240. 

''O Ibid. 



used to designate, in the euchanstic celebration, the anamnësis of this single 

historical event. From a historical perspective there is only one unrepeatable 

sacrifice, but from a sacramental point of view the Eucharist is also a sacfice; 

provided it is clear that the Eucharist is not a repetiüon of the historical sacrifice. 

In this sense the historical event foms the basis for the 19urgical action which is 

itself the fruit of the former. 

In the text of the Windsor Statement the bread and wine are said to 

"become" the body and blood of Christ in the Eucharist. In the responses to the 

statement, this word "becorne" received some criticism. It was suspected of 

expressing a 'materialistic conception of Christ's presence" which was confimed 

in the footnote on transubstantiatîon which spoke of change."' The 

understanding was that Christ's presence in the Eucharist would be confined to 

the elements and that Real Presence would involve a physical change. The 

commission recalled, in response to these understandings, the Agreed 

Statement which affined that in the eucharistie celebration, through the 

preaching of the word and fellowship in the Lord's supper, the glorified Christ 

encounters the community of faithful 'in a sacramental ~ a ~ . " " ~  Further that We 

bread and winen are appropriated by his body and blood to become the food of 

the new creation; an action accomplished through the presence of the Holy 

"l Ibid., 241. 

"* Ibid. 



In these expressions "becomingn does not imply a material change nor 

does the liturgical action limit Christ's presence to the consecrated elements. 

It does not imply that Christ becomes present in the Eucharist in 
the sâme manner that he was present in his earthly Me. It does not 
imply that this becoming follows the physical laws of this world. 
What is here afiimed is a sacramental presence in which God uses 
realities of this worid to convey the realities of the new creation: 
bread for this life becomes the bread of etemal life.'14 

The third point of criticism of the Windsor Statement involved the issue of 

the reception of the consecrated elements by faith. The commission noted that 

in the history of the church some traditions have placed an emphasis on the 

association of Christ's presence with the consecrated elements. At the same 

time other traditions have emphasized Christ's presence in the heart of the 

believer through reception by faith. Problems have arisen when one side 

attempted to dominate the other. In the view of the commission 'neither 

emphasis is incompatible with eucharistic faithn provided that they are seen as 

complementary and not contradictory positions. 'Euchanstic doctrine must hoM 

together these two movements since in the Eucharist, the sacrament of the new 

Covenant, Christ gives himself to his people so that they may receive him 

through faith.""' 

"' Appendix C, para. 7, 10, 1 1. 

'14 ARCIC, YEl~~idations." 241-242. 

Ibid., 242. 



The final criticism which the International Commission addressed in its 

elucidations dealt with the pradice of reserving the ~acrarnent.~'~ In the early 

Church this practice was done to make the Eucharist available to those who 

might be in danger of death (viaticum). This pracüce clearly agrees with the 

purpose of the sacrament. Later in the history of the Church the practice 

developed of venerating Christ's presence in these consecrated elements. In 

some places this tendency developed to the extent that the original purpose of 

reservation was in danger of becoming obscured. The commission was clear 

that "adoration of Christ in the reserveâ sacrament should be regarded as an 

extension of the euchanstic wonhip." If veneration is disassociated from the 

eucharistie celebration of the community 'it contradicts the true doctrine of the 

Eucharist. ~ 1 1 7  

In its closing remarks the commission noted that it did not wish to deal 

with intercommunion. This issue could not be decided on the basis of Agreed 

Statement alone, since it involved other things rebted to authority and mutual 

recognition of ministry. Furthemore issues such as the eschatological 

dimension of the Eucharist and its relation to social justice and libemtion were 

not developed. The commission fek that these issues, while important to the 

"' Ibid., 242-243 

Il7 ibid.. 243. 



churches, were not a source of division between the Anglicans and the Roman 

Catholics and therefore outside their mandate.'18 

Over the next few years the lntemational Commission wu ld  continue to 

meet to discuss and develop the three Agreed Statements that had already been 

formulated. In 1982 they published their Final Report which included the original 

text of the statements, the elucidations, and some background documentation. 

The report was "final" in the sense that it concluded the initial phase of 

international dialogue between the Roman Catholics and Anglicans. However it 

was not the final word on Anglican/ Roman Catholic relations. As commission 

member Herbert Ryan wrote "the Report is far from ending the dialogue. ni19 

When the lntemational Commission began its joumey in 1970 it believed that 

unity in faith preceded organic unity. With the publication of the Agreed 

Statements the commission members were unanimous in their belief that the 

faith of Anglicans and Roman Catholics could be found in the documents. The 

Final Report would now begin a process of extensive prayer, reflecüon and study 

which would cal1 the respective communions to examine the statements and to 

'18 Ibid.. 244. 

'19 ARCIC, The Final Repoit, (London: SPCK, 1982). vi. 



discover their faith within them. The hope was that the resuit would be organic 

union between the Roman Catholic Church and the Anglican Communion. 



Chapter nime 

"OFFICIAL" RESPONSES TO THE AGREED STATEMENT 

I. Immediate Responses 

The next step on the road to unity between Anglicans and Roman 

Catholics began with the publication of the commission's Final Report. Prior to 

its publication the report was sent by the International Commission to the 

respective churches to solicit their uonicial" responses. For the Anglican 

Communion this meant that any official decisions would have to wait until the 

next Lambeth Conference in 1988. For the Roman Catholic Church. the report 

would be distributed to the various national episcopal assemblies for their 

reactions. These reactions would then be incarporated into an official response 

by the Vatican. 

However. immediately following the release of the Final Report, the 

Vatican's Sacred Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith (CDF) published the 

results of its own doctrinal examination of the International Commissions' work.' 

The effect of this somewhat scrupulous examination served to cool the 

immediate hopes of many Anglicans for stronger relations with the Catholic 

Church. 

As f have already indicated, the purpose of my third section is not to 

survey the reactions of individuals or national bodies to the Windsor Statement 

Sacred Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, 'Observations on the ARClC Final Report," 
Omns 1 1 (6 May 1982): 752-756. 



but to report on the "official" reactions of the Anglican Communion and Roman 

Catholic Church at their highest levels. Nevertheless, given the degree to which 

the CDF responded and the impact that this response would have on 

AnglicanlRoman Catholic relations, I have chosen to include their uobservations." 

Furthemore I have included a response to these observations, made by the 

AnglicanIRoman Catholic (ARC) dialogue in Canada; and have done so for two 

reasons. First, ARC Canada's readion was timely and thorough, consisting in 

Wo parts: one by the Anglican memben of the dialogue and the other by the 

Roman Catholics. Second, given the high calibre of this response and the fact 

that the present work is being conducted in a Canadian context, the inclusion of 

the Canadian response seems necessary. 

1 .  Sacred Congregation for the Doctrhe of the Faith 

In its observations the Congregation praised the Final Report as 

"exemplary on several countsn and congratulated the members of the 

commission on their "patient and exacting dialogue." The work that had been 

achieved in common was a "singular event in the history of the relations between 

the two communionsw and a "notable effort towards- reconciliation." According to 

the CDF the commission desewed full recognition for the work it had 

accomplished over the past 12 years of ecumenical dialogue? 



At the same time the CDF noted its own obligation to point out what it 

considered to be limitations of the Final Report. These included both points of 

method and difficulties at the level of doctrinal formulation. 

First, ARClC had feh it unnecessary to revise its original staternents and 

instead clarified their meanings through the use of "elucidations." According to 

the CDF this approach could result in a rack of hamiony and homogeneity" 

between the statements and their elucidations "which could lead to difTerent 

readings and to an unwarranted use of the commission's texts." 

Next the CDF noted the possible ambiguity of the terni 'substanüal 

agreement." In English this phrase might be properiy understood to mean 

"nothing other than 'real' or 'genuine'." However in its translation especially into 

languages of Latin origin such as substantiel or sostanziale and in relation to 

"Catholic" theology it could be interpreted as a 'Yundarnental agreement about 

points which are truly essential? It will later be shown that the CDF had 

resewations about such a claim. 

Third, the Congregation expressed concern that certain formulations in 

the report were not sufficiently explicit and could lend themselves to a possible 

twofold interpretation whereby 'both parties can find unchanged the expression 

of their own position." For example, when the commission spoke of me 

- - - --- 

Ibid. 
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consensus we have reachedw in the first part of the Windsor Statement it is 

unclear whether the members are refemng to "the faith really prof8ssed by the 

two communions in dialogue" or to their own conviction to which they wish to 

bring their respective churches. According to the CDF. in these cases of 

uncertainty the commission could have clarified its position through references to 

such confessional documents as The mir@ Nine Arircles of Religion. The Book 

of Common Payer, me Omlinal, etc. Instead, as the Congregation noted. 7he 

assertions of the Final Report seem incompatible with these documents." 

In addition to rnethodological concems the CDF also expressed diffïcuities 

at the level of doctrinal formulation. These difficutties extended to all three 

Agreed Statements however for the purposes of this paper I will outline only the 

ones conceming the Eucharist. 

Once again concems were raised regarding the sacrificial nature of the 

Eucharist. The CDF seemed satisfied with the use of the term anamnais for 

sacrifice as explained in the Elucidations (5). However the text of Windsor (5) 

states that in the eucharïstic prayer Vie Church enters into the movement of 

[Christ's] self-offering" and calls the mernorial a 'making effective in the present 

an event of the past." According to the CDF this still causes one to ask what is 

really meant by these words. It would have been helpful to Catholics for the 

commission to have made clear that the Real Presence of the sacrifice of Christ 

accomplished by the sacramental words includes a participation of the Church. 



the body of Christ, in the sacrificial act of the Lord, so that it offers sacramentally 

in him and with him, his sacrifid Catholic dogma attributes a propitiatory value 

to the Eucharist which ARClC does not mention. According to aie CDF it is this 

propitiatory value which is 'precisely that of this sacrificial offering." 

Regarding the Real Presence, the CDF wrote: MOne notes with 

satisfaction that several formulations clearly affirm the Real Presence of the body 

and blood of Christ in the sacrament." For example, as the elucidations (6) 

show, if the believer were asked before the eucharistic pmyer: "What is that?" 

they would answer: "It is bread." Afterwards, if asked the same question, the 

believer would answer: "It is truly the body of Christ, the bread of life." The CDF 

noted however that certain other formulations were inadequate because they did 

not seem to convey what the church understands by Vansubstantiation." The 

Congregation acknowledged the Windsor Statement's footnote on this but 

argued that at other points explanations are given which could be tead with the 

understanding that nafier the eucharistic prayer the bread and wine remain such 

in their ontological substance even while becoming the sacramental mediation of 

the body and blood of Christ." For this reason it challenged ARCIC's clairn to 

"substantial agreement'' and recommended that even further clarifications be 

made.' 

' Ibid.. 754. 

lbid. 

lbid. 



As a final point the Congregation noted its dissatisfaction with both the 

"divergence in the practice of adoration of Christ in the sacrament" and the 

theological judgments relating to it.lo Accordhg to the Book of Common Pmyer 

there still exists in the Anglican Communion a 'Black Rubricn which states that 

"the sacramental bread and wine remain still in their natural substances and 

therefore may not be adored." At the same time, for Roman Catholics, adoration 

of the blessed sacrament is the "objed of a dogrnatic definiüon" according to the 

Council of Trent. This ambiguity could lead to discrepancies in the way the faim 

of the people is lived out. 

In closing its report the CDF stated that while the Final Report represents 

"a notable ecumenical endeavouf and *a useful basis for further steps to 

reconciliation" it does not yet represent "a substantial and explicit agreement on 

some essential elements of Catholic faith."" It rewmmended that the dialogue 

continue in a deeper manner so as to address those issues which are not yet 

satisfactory. Further that it be extended to new themes which are necessary to 

the restoration of full church unity between the two comrn~nions.'~ 

As one might imagine this critical evaluation by the CDF disheartened the 

ecumenical wmmunity, particularly those who followed ARCIC's work. All the 

more so since it followed immediately on the heels of the Final Report #self and 

'O Ibid. 

l1 Ibid., 756. 

l2 Ibid. 



was therefore seen as a quick reaction. Roman Catholic commission member 

Jean-Marie Tillard would later write: 

At the moment when we disbanded" the most senior member of 
our group. Bishop Butler. confided to Julian Charley and rnyself. 
who were the youngest. what he called his 'envy': m, were going to 
see Unity and sing the Magnificat mi le he would only be aMe to 
join in W h  the angelic choirs'. Alas, everything suggests that on 
this point dear Bishop Butler was wrong.14 

lndeed a cold wind blew through Anglican/Roman Catholic relations shortly after 

the publication of the Final Report. 

2. Canadian Anglican/Roman Cadholic Dialogue 

Commenting on the CDF's overall evaluation of the Final Report the 

Canadian Anglican sub-cornmittee acknowledged the Congregation's "overall 

support" which it believed would carry great weight and encouragement" for the 

continuation of the international dialogue.15 However it disagreed with the CDF's 

fear that the statement-elucidation approach of ARCIC could result in an 

ambiguous interpretation of the agreed statements. In the view of the 

subcommission, the approach of the International Commission permitted those 

l3 After the publication of the Final Report the mandated task of ARCIC, as ouüined in the Malta 
Report, was wmplete. The commission was reconstiMed shortly afterwards and continues its 
work today as ARCIC-II. 

" J.M.R. Tillard, 'Canterbury and Rome: So Near. So Far," One in Christ 25 (1 989): 139-1 52. 

l5 AnglicanIRoman Cathdic Dialogue in Canada, 'Canadian ARC: Remarks on the Congregatim 
for the Doctrine of the Faith's 'Obsenrations on the Final Report of ARCIC', April 1993." One in 
Chn'st 19 (1 983): 257. 



who did not parWpate directly in the process of reaching an agreement 70 enter 

into the thinking of those who did." This approach was more encouraging than a 

simple statement of the present position of the dialogue. For the subcommission 

"an 'authoritative' reading would be the original Statement clarifieci and amplifid 

in the light of the   lu ci dation."'^ 

On the issue of the ambiguity of the term 'substantial agreement" the 

Anglicans noted that the dialogue in Canada is wnducted in both English and 

French. No difficulty with ARCIC's use of the term substantial agreement 

(accord substantie/) was encountered by members of the national dialogue. The 

Canadian ARC took ARCIC's definition of the phrase, found in part 2 of the 1979 

Elucidaüon on Euchanstic Doctrine, as authoritative. 'It means that the 

document represents not only the judgment of al1 its members - i.e. it is an 

agreement - but their unanimous agreement 'on essential matters where 1 

i "17 considers that doctrine admits no divergence . 

In its observations the CDF had expressed concem over possible twofold 

interpretations and suggested that such touchstones as the Thidy Nine Aracles, 

Book of Common Prayer and Ordinal could have been used in the Final Report 

to clarify the way Anglicans understood the various statements. To this the 

Anglican sub-commission responded that al1 individual statements from the 

l6 Ibid., 258. 

17 ARCIC, "Elucidations: Eucharistic Doctrine Ministry and Ordination," One in Christ 15 (1979): 
239. 



report should be read in the ligM of the mo le  document While it is doubtfhl if 1 

will ever be possible to absolutely prevent manifold interpretations, %e are 

satisfied that in the Final Report there is no deliberate use of mystificatiin or 

contrived ambiguity."18 Further H i l e  acknowleâging the importance of various 

Anglican historic documents the subcommission remarked that the rnost 

essential references for Anglicans today are Holy Scripture and Tradition, both of 

which f o n  the basis for the agreed staternents.'' 

Tuming to the doctrinal difficulties of the CDF surrounding the Eucharist 

as sacrifice the Anglican subcommission wrote: We do not detect a danger of a 

reading of the ARClC documents which does not include an essential aspect of 

the mystery."20 ARCIC had not used propitiatory language most likely to avoid it 

being misunderstood by some Anglicans. Nevertheless according to the 

members of the subcommission, the celebration of the Lord's Supper for 

Anglicans indeed includes an offering of a eucharistic sacrifice. The Book of 

Common Prayer for example, from 1 552 to the present day, reads immediately 

preceding the Sursurn corda, "If any man sin, we have an advocate with the 

Father, Jesus Christ the righteous; and he is the propitiation for sins." 

"Anglicanism does not avoid the notion of eucharistic sacrifice but resists 

" ARC Canada. 'Remarks on the CDPs ' 0 b ~ a i o n s t n .  259. 

" Ibid.. 261. 

" Ibid. 



anything that would detach that sacrifice from its Christological and soteriological 

roots ."' 
Regarding the CDFts obsekations on Real Presence. the Anglican 

subwmmission pointeâ out two things. First it recommended that the CDF apply 

the hermeneutical method whereby ua clear and unambigmus statement in one 

part of the text becomes authontative in the interpretation of an apparently less 

adequate statement elsewhere in the texta Since the Congregation had 

already acknowledged that several formulations within the Windsor Statement 

clearly affimed the Real Presence of the body and blood of Christ these rnight 

be used to interpret the others which did seem to indicate adequately what the 

Church understands. This method might help in preventing the possibility of 

ambiguous interpretations. 

Second, the subcommission indicated its concern that the CDF had 

criücized ARClC for not using Tridentine formulations, like "transubstantiationn to 

express the Real Presence. The subcommission agreed that contemporary 

theological formulations needed to include past "truthsn such as the ones the 

Council of Trent sought to protect At the same time however it challenged the 

Congregation to recognize that the language of Trent "does not seem to spring 

immediately to the lips of al1 Roman Catholic theologians and faithful when they 

2' Ibid., 262. 

lbid., 262-263. 



attempt to witness to their faith today.* It would therefore be unrealistic to 

expect Anglicans to use that language. To assist in this matter of language the 

subcommission recalled the words of Pope John XXlll at the opening of the 

Second Vatican Council when he said "The substance of the ancient doctrine of 

the deposit of faith is one thing; the way in which it is presented is a n ~ t h e r . ~ ~  

As its final point the Anglican subcomrnission addressed the CDF's 

concern regarding the 'Black Rubric" of the Book of Cornmon Prayer. Speaking 

from their own context the members of the subcommission wrote: 7he offending 

line quoted from the Rubric by the CDF was ornittecl from the Book of Common 

Prayer (Canada, 1959), which is the authoritative Prayer Book of the Anglican 

Church of  anad da."^' As an aside the subcommission also noted that problems 

could arise in the future if the Roman Catholic hierarchy continued to insist upon 

official Anglican repudiations of problem passages from the past. Anglicans 

would certainly start asking for the same from Roman Catholics. Neither church 

wishes to break from its predecesson. If Anglicans and Roman Catholics are to 

move forward together in stating the truth now, and experience ties of love and 

loyalty with each other, then past difficulties may have to be seen from a different 

Ibid., 263. 
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perspective. 'R might be much better to rejoice in what has been a slow but solid 

healing of ancient woundsea 

The Roman Catholic suboommission, in its remarks on the CDF's 

obsewations, expressed many of the same concems as its Anglican 

counterparts; however in a somewhat more critical fashion. To avoid repeüüon I 

will highlight only those parts of the subcommission's report which differ 

significantly from that of the Anglicans. 

First the subcommission recognized the CDF's report not as a final 

judgrnent but as observations &offered at the beginning of a further process of 

assessrnent within the ~hurch."~' While the CDF was 'clearly within its mandate" 

in singling out what appeared to be difficulties and ambiguities within the Final 

Report, the RC subcomrnission saw its own contribution as =guarding the text of 

the Final Report against misunderstandings and misinterpretations." 

Acwrding to the subcommission the CDF's observations showed a 

"misunderstanding of many of the staternents in the Final ~ e ~ o r t . " ~ ~  The 

Congregation had taken isolated sentences which were formulated in a new 

language "without listening to the arguments which led to these new formulations 

or placing them within their context." The Congregation had expressed a certain 

26 Ibid. 
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type of theological opinion, one which pnzed a "literal adherence to pmcise 

formulations." In the view of the subcommission however the Final Report had 

expressed qust as legitimate currents of aieological opinion within the Roman 

Catholic Church"; ones which *assess the weight and import of earlier biblical 

and traditional formulations, and seek to restate certain dogrnatic fomulae in 

modem The intention of the RC subcommission had been to illuminate 

sorne of the "differences in theological perspective" and clear up any 

misunderstandings of the Final ~ e ~ o r t ?  

In its observations the CDF indicated that it would have been helpful for 

Catholics to have recognized their faith 'Yully expressed" in the Final Report 

regarding the sacrifice of the Euchanst. According to RC subcommission the 

Real Presenze of the sacrifice of Christ in the Eucharist was affirrned in the Final 

Report by the anamnësis. Further, the propitiatory value was sufficiently stated 

in the Windsor Statement where it says that through the Eucharist me atoning 

work of Christ on the cross is proclaimed and made effective" (5) and the Church 

continues to "entreat the benefits of his passion on behalf of the whole Church." 

(5) True, the Final Report does not use the word 'propitiation", however it does 

express the same reality using other words?' 

ri Ibid., 273. 

" Ibid., 274. 

31 Ibid., 277. 



Regarding 1Yransubstanüationn the RC subcommission expressed much 

the same views as did the Anglicans. The word 7ransubstantiation" was 

obviously not used in the Final Report in order to avoid controversy. However 

the reality it speaks to was clearly affimed. The subcommission drew attention 

to the fact that even Pope Paul VI recognized the validity of other words such as 

"transfinatizstionw and %ansignification" provided they echo what 

"transubstantiation" intended to express, narnely that this bread is now the Body 

of Christ. 

As its final point the subcommission noted the CDF's objedion to the 

divergence of theological judgments regarding the adoration of the Eucharist. 

According ta the CDF euchan'stic adoration is a dogmatic definition of Trent. 

However as the subcommission pointed out, Tient's definition refers to the 

adoration udue to the Eucharist, acknowledging Christ's true presence in it.w32 

Since the Final Report indeed acknowledges the permanent presence of Chrîst 

in the Euchatist, "there is no divergence." 

In their closing remarks both the Anglican and RC subcommissions 

agreed with the CDF that the international dialogue between the two churches 

must continue. The Anglicans believed that the task had becorne too great to be 

left entirely to a small International Commission and suggested greater regional, 

diocesan and parochial participation.33 The Roman Catholics in a somewhat 

lbid., 278. 

lbid., 271-272. 



more ambitious fashion called for the Roman Catholic Church to recognize the 

Anglican Communion as being b n  the same ecdesial basis as ... the Orthodox 

~hurches."~~ "This would imply a recognition of their orders and the same 

practical provisions on Intercommunion as the Roman Catholic Church is willing 

to offer the Orthodox Churches." According to the RC subwmmission this was 

required to "create the experiential conditions" necessary to resolve any 

outstanding difficulties between Roman Catholics and Anglicans. 

II. Anglican Communion 

1. Anglican Consultative Council 

The process of 'receptionn of the Final Report within the Anglican 

Communion actually began several rnonths before the publication of the 

document itself. At the fifth meeting of the Anglican Consultative Council (ACC) 

it was reported that the two Co-Chairpersons of the International Commission 

had already written to the Archbishop of Canterbury and the Pope asking that 

two questions be put to the respective churches regarding the Final ~eport?' 

The first question sought to discover whether the Agreed Statements and their 

elucidations were "consonant in substance" with the faith of Anglicans and 

Roman Catholics. Second, if this answer was yes then did the Final Report offer 

" Ibid., 286. 

" Anglican Consultative Cwncil, Report of lhe FilCh meting, MwCasdle Upon Tyne 1981, 
(London: ACC, 1981 ): section 1, sub-section 2,d. 



a 'sufficient basis for taking the next concrete step towards reconciliation." The 

ACC approved the two questions as =an adequate way of establishing a 

response" within the Anglican Communion and noted the importance of the 

whole communion speaking with a united voica in this matter? 

Several yean later at the ACC meeting in 1984 one could sense that 

expectations were beginning to build within the Anglican hierarchy for unity 

between Anglicans and Roman Catholics. Local relationships had been 

stimulated by the publication of the Final Report and in various parts of the world 

Anglicans and Roman Catholics had joined together in joint acts of worship?' 

Additionally work was underway by the International Commission on the question 

of reconciliation of churches and ministries but this would not be completed until 

the responses of the Roman Catholic synods and episcopal conferences to the 

Final Report were more mature. Everywhere hopes seemed high and the ACC 

were encouraging the Anglican provinces to submit their responses. These 

responses would be collated by the ecumenical officers and submitted to the 

next meeting of the Consultative Council and to the Lambeth Conference in 

1 988. 

- 

56 Ibid.. section 1. subsection 2,d.i. 

37 Anglican Consultative Council, Report of aie Sixth Meeting, W a g y  N b d a  1984, (London: 
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2. The Emmaus Report 

In 1987 the ACC published The Emmaus Report in preparation for the 

Lambeth Conference the following year. The main goal of the report was to 

summarize the synodical responses of the provinces of the Anglican Communion 

to the Final Report and to determine whether Anglican's spoke with a united 

voice on the questions posed. At the time of its publicaüon 19 of the 29 

provinces had submitted their responses. A summary of these responses is as 

follows. 

Conceming the doctrine of the Eucharist, the provinces expressed several 

concerns. For certain provinces, the word anamnais caused some concem 

because, given the divenity of its meaning, anamnésis could be understood in 

ways which oppose one another. Others expressed anxiety about whether a 

"receptionist" understanding of the euchanstic presence was adequately allowed 

for in the Windsor Statement. Third, questions arose around the issue of 

sacramental reservation. Some provinces reinarked that for them resewation of 

the sacrament caused difficulty while other provinces noted that reservation 

remained a "long existing customw within tradition of their church? Despite 

these minor concerns almost al1 Anglican provinces which had responded by the 

time of the publication of the report agreed that their faith could be recognized in 

what ARClC had said about the Eucharist. 

" Anglican Consultative Council, The Emmaus Report' A Report of Lhe Anglican Ecumenical 
Consultation 7987, (London: Church House Publications, 1987): 61. 



In closing its report the ACC invited the bishops of Anglican provinces to 

"do more than offer an opinion" at the 1988 Lambeth Conference the followïng 

year.3' The council recognized that Lambeth woukl no doubt be a pivotal 

moment in the history of AnglicanlRoman Catholic relations. In the past there 

have been times when the Lambeth Conferences have "discemed, articulated 

and formed the cornmon mind of the Anglican Communion" on important issues 

of faith and morals. At Lambeth the bishops would be asked to speak on behaif 

of their respective dioceses, to determine whether there is a urecognizable and 

coherent path for the Communion in this matter." Any agreement in falh would 

then be taken back to the provinces where it would elher be ratified or rejected 

by the respective synodal authorities." Everyone wouJd have to wait until 

Lambeth '88. 

3. 7988 Lambeth Conference 

The 1988 Lambeth Conference was clear in its report on AnglicanlRoman 

Catholic relations. In its very first statement regarding ARCIC, the conference 

wrote: 

This conference rewgnizes the Agreed Statements of ARCICI on 
Euchanstic Doclrine, Minislry and Ordinaüon, and their 
Elucidations, as consonant in substance with the faith of Anglicans 
and believes that this agreement offers a sufficient basis for taking 

39 Ibid., 73. 

Ibid., 74. 



the next step forward towards the reconciliation of our churches 
grounded in agreement in faith." 

In addition the conference wished to recognize 7he considerable masure of 

consensus and convergence" which the Agreed Statements represented. There 

were of course those who maintained their resewations regarding 'sacrificew and 

"Real Presence". However the conference did not Rnd that these opinions 

detracted from the common mind of the provincial re~ponses.~* To the 

statement on eucharistic doctrine 7he provinces gave a clear 'yes'." According 

to the Lambeth Conference IYhe Agreed Statement on the Eucharist sufficiently 

expressed Anglican understanding." Wih this the Anglican Communion believed 

that it had reached full agreement with the Roman Catholic Church on the 

doctrine of Eucharist. Everyone would now await the response from Rome. 

III. Roman Catholic Church 

1. The "Officain Response of the Roman Catholic Church 

After neariy a decade of waiting, the international community finally 

received a response from the Roman Catholic Church to the ARClC Final 

Report. The process of soliciting and collating responses h m  the national 

authorities had taken some tirne. The final response, signed by the CDF and the 

41 Lambeth Conference 1988. The T M  Shall Make You F m :  Repotts, Resdutiions and Pasforal 
Letters h m  the Bishops, (London: Church House Publications, 1 988): 21 1. 
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Pontifical Council for Promoting Christian Unity (CPCU), outlined both the 

positive and negative aspects of the ARClC report and asked that further 

clarifications be made before they could agree that the statements corresponded 

fully to Catholic teaching. 

The rnajority of the concerns founc in the Roman Catholic Church's 

response related to the statements on ministry and authority. However there 

were a few things mentioned regarding the statement on the Eucharist Four 

points were made which, as the CDÇ and the CPCU stated, if made more explicit 

the Yaith of the Catholic Church would be even more clearly reflectedod3 

First, the statement on the Eucharist needed to make clear that the 

Church, in its celebration "makes present the sacrifice of Calvary." According to 

the two dicasteries, this addition would then complete the Windsor Statement 

and its elucidation which affimed that the Eucharkt neither repeats the sacrifice 

of Christ, nor adds to it." 

Second, the propitiatory value of the eucharistic sacrifice must apply to 

the whole Church, including the dead. The prayer for the dead is found in the 

eucharistic liturgies of the Roman Catholic Church. According to the CDF and 

the CPCU it is part of the Catholic faith that the "propitiatory character of the 

Mass as the sacrifice of Christ may be oflered for both the living and the dead? 

Congregation for the Doctrine of the Fakh and the Pontifical Cwndl for Promoting Chndian 
Unity, 'The Official Response of the Roman Cathdic Church to ARCICI,' One in Christ 28 (1992): 
42. 
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Third, for al1 ambiguity to be removed regarding the Real Piesence of 

Christ in the Eucharist, there must be a clarification that indicates a change in the 

usubstancen of the elements after conseaation. For Catholics, Christ is present 

in the Eucharist both sacramentally and substantially. The CDF and CPCU 

expressed their concem that this second affirmation is not explicitly stated in 

either the Windsor Statement or its elucidation. 

Finally, conceming reservation of the sacrament, the CDF and the CPCU 

found that "real consensusn between Anglicans and Roman Catholics on this 

matter was still lacking. The elucidations had sought to allay any concems which 

may have arisen from the text of the Windsor Statement Nevertheless it was 

still felt that further clarification was necessary in this matter? 

In closing its report, the CDÇ and CPCU acknowiedgeâ the important 

work already done by ARCIC and offered encouragement for its continuation. 

For those who might be discouraged by their request for further clarifications, the 

two groups reminded ARCIC that they had been asked to give a clear answer 

whether the agreements were consonant with the faith of the Catholic Church. 

The response that had been solicited was not a "simple evaluation of an 

ecumenical study" but an "officiai" response as to the identity of the various 

statements with the faith of the Roman Catholic Church. They could not yet 

consent to this level of agreement. 



This u~fficial" response by the COF and the CPCU to AARCIC's Final 

Report, received a variety of critical reactïons from both Anglicans and Roman 

~atho l ics .~~  Many were upset at the length of time that it had taken for #e 

church to respond. ûthers judged Rome of not being committed to the task of 

ecumenism and of advocating an ecumenical me#od which involved a 'retum to 

Romen approach. Archbishop of Canterbury, George Carey. expressed his 

appreciation at the %are and time taken" in the formulation of the respon~e.~ To 

him this was an indication of the seriousness with which the Roman Catholic 

Church regarded the work of ARCIC. H8 continued however by saying that as 

the Anglican bishops at Lambeth were deciding upon the Agreed Statements of 

the Final Report they were rot looking for the exad ternis, language, thought- 

forms and theology of the 39 Articles or the Book of Common Prayer. They 

believed that, generally speaking, the documents of the Final Report were 

"consonantn with the faith of the Anglican Communion. To him it appeared as 

though the Catholic Church had asked itseif whether the Final Report was 

"identical with the teachings of the Roman Catholic ~ h u r c h . ~ '  His final words 

were as follows: 

47 See for example: Christopher Hill, The Fundamental Question of Ecumenical Method," One rii 
Christ 28 (1992): 136-147; Dwglas Brown, 7he Response to ARCIC-1: The Big Questims," One 
in Christ 28 (1992): 148-154; Francis A. Sullivan, T h e  Vatican Response to ARCIC-1," One in 
ChnSt 28 (1 992): 223-231 ; Kilian McDonnell, 'A Year Afterwards: The Vatican Response to 
ARCIC, a Slammed Doon," One in Christ 29 (1993): 1 13-1 17; Jon Nikon, "Vatican Responds to 
Tal ks with Anglicans," Christian Cenlury 109 (1 992): 324-325; %nglican Thdogian Comments 
on Vatican Response to AFZClC Agreements," Ecumnical Tmnds 21 (1 992): 14. 

48 Archbishop of Canterbury, Gwge Carey, 'Comments of the Archbishop of Canterbury on the 
Response of ARCIC-1," One rir Chnst 28 (1992): 47. 
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If either communion requires that the other confom to its own 
theological fomulations, further pmgress will be hatardous. 
Humility is required of both communions so that. having distanced 
themselves from some of the more polarized language and 
theological fomulations of the past, they may discover new 
possibilities through the Spirit of ~ o d ?  

2. ARCIC's ClaMations of Certain Aspects on Emharist and Ministry 

In 1994 ARCIC-II replied to the CDF and the CPCU with the requested 

clarifications? The International Commission noted that these clarifications 

were to be taken within the context of the original statements and their 

elucidations, otherwise they would appear disproportional to the commission's 

work. 

The clarifications conceming the section on the Eucharist spoke diredy to 

the four concems of the Catholic Church's response in 1992. First, regarding the 

"essential link" between the eucharistic anamnésis and once-for4 sacrifice of 

Calvary, the International Commission believed that the 'making present, 

effective and accessible" the unique historic sacrifice of Christ, through the 

Eucharist. does not entail a repetition of i t *  Thus the event of Calvary is made 

present in the eucharistic memorial without repeating its uniqueness. 

Ibid. 

AnglicanIRornan Cathdic International Commission II, mARCIC's Clarification of Certain Aspects 
of the Agreed Statements on Eucharist and Ministry," One in Christ 30 (1994): 276-285. 
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Next the Vatican's response had noted that the pmpiüatory value of the 

Eucharist must include the dead to properly reflect the eucharistic faith of the 

Roman Catholics. To this the commission responded that both the Final Report 

and the liturgies of the Anglican Communion incorporate aik element. The Final 

Report says that through the Eucharist 'Wie atoning work of Christ on the cross is 

proclaimed and made effectiven and the Church continues to uentreat the 

benefits of his passion on behalf of the whole Church." Hem b n  behalf of the 

whole Church" is understood to include the living and the dead. Similarly in both 

classical and contemporary Anglican liturgies propitiation is for both ïue and al1 

thy whole Churchn where 8 1 1  thy whole Churchn is read in Iight of the Nicene 

Creed and iricludes the faithful departeci.= 

Third, in its response the Vatican had asked for clarifications on whether 

or not there is a change in the usubstance" of the elements after consecration. 

The commission pointed out that by its footnote on transubstantiation the 

commission made it clear that it was not dismissing the belief that 'God, acting in 

the Eucharist, effects a change in the inner reality of the elements." The Final 

Report wished to reflect the thoughts of Council of Trent on this matter. 

Finally, the issue of the reservation of the consecrated elements was 

discussed. As the commission noted the problem here was not with doctrine but 

See for example: nie Book of Commn Prayer. 1662 : O Lord and heavenly Father, we thy 
humble servants entirely desire thy fatheriy goodness mercifully to accept this wr sacrifice of 
praise and thanksgiving, most humbly beseeching thee to grant, mat by the merits and death of 
thy Son Jesus Christ, and through faim in his b l d ,  we and ell (hy wf& Churd, may &in 
ternission of our sins, and al1 other benefits of his passion." 



with practice. 60th churches reserve the sacrament for Wie communion of the 

sick, the dying and the absentmmS4 Resenration is possible because both believe 

that the Real Presence of Christ continues in the elemenl after the eucharistie 

celebration has concluded. The problern arises with the devotional practices 

associated with reservation which have developed in aie western church since 

the twelfth century. Some Anglicans have found diniculty with these pracüces 

and fear that they "obscure the tnie goal of the sacramenta Nevertheless, 

aside from this, as the commission pointed out, the 1662 Book of Cornmon 

Frayer "authoritatîvelf expressed the Anglican teaching that the consecrated 

elements are to be "treated with reverence." 

Following shortly after the clarifications the Cardinal Prefect of the CPCU, 

Edward Idris Cassidy, sent a short note to the International Commission 

acknowledging the report. He assured the commission aiat the "appropriate 

dicasteries of the Holy See" had examinecl the document which had "indeed 

thrown new light" on the questions conceming Eucharist and Ministry in the Final 

~eport? It was now possible to Say that the agreements on both Eucharist and 

Ministry were "greatly strengthened" and that "no further study would seem to be 

required at this stage." The effect of this was to say that there is now full 

56 Cardinal Edward Idris Cassidy, %ardinal Cassidy's Latter to the ARClC Co-Chainnen." One in 
Chdst 30 (1 994): 286. 



doctrinal agreement. on all essential points between Anglicans and Roman 

Catholics, on Eucharist and Ministry. 

In closing, Cardinal Cassidy added that the work of ARCICI would only 

be seen in its 'YuIl light and importancen through the continuing work of ARCIGII; 

particulady in relation to the unresolved questions of ARClC-l dealing with 

Authonty in the Church. The consensus reached thus far has been 

"remarkable". In light of the work already accomplished "it would seem urgent 

that this question be taken up as soon as possible.n57 

lbid.. 287. 



Chapter Four 

WHERE Dû HIE GO FROM HERE? 

1. The Sfate of Relations 

The title of this final chapter Where do we go from here?" and the 

question it raises is clearly the appropriate one to ask at this time. Almost 25 

years after the publication of the Windsor Statement, the respective leaders of 

Anglican Communion and the Roman Catholic Church have concludeâ that the 

document on the Euchan'st is consonant with the faith of their churches. For the 

Anglican bishops at Lambeth '88 there was a "cornmon mind" that the 

statements of the Final Report had sufficiently expressed the faith of the 

Anglican ~ommunion.' For Roman Catholics an authoritative response was 

spoken in 1994 by Cardinal Cassidy when he concluded that the agreements on 

Eucharist and Ministry were "greatly strengthenedn and that 'no further study 

would seem to be required at this stage." With the u~fficial" approval of both 

churches one can now Say with confidence that Anglicans and Roman Catholics 

have theological agreement on Eucharist and Ministry. lndeed this would seem 

to be a time of great joy and celebration! 

Lambeth Conference 1988. The T M  Shall Make You Fnnc Reports, ResdutEons end PastoraI 
Let lm fiom the Bishops, (London: Church House Publications, 1988): 21 1. 
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Why then does one find so liMe celebraüon in ecumenical circles? Why 

are Anglicans and Roman Catholics not gathering around a common table, 

celebrating this deeper stage of unity, sharing the sacrament of Christ's body 

and blood? Why is it that one reads through the ecumenical joumals of recent 

years and finds very little in temis of steps being taken to build upon the degree 

of unity expressed in these agreed statements? Surely the documents on 

Eucharist and Ministry, appmved by the leaders of the two churches, should fom 

the building blocks for a greater degree of visible unity between Anglicans and 

Catholics. Sadly, however this does not seem to be the case. 

Several things have happened between Anglicans and Roman Catholics 

both alongside the publication of the Anglican/Roman Catholic International 

Commission's (ARCIC) agreed statements in the 1970's and since the time of 

the release of the Final Report in 1982. Some factors have deepened the 

degree of communion between the two churches and others have damaged 1. 

In the early 1970s significant steps were taken by both churches in developing a 

common theology of "mixedn mamage (Le. a marriage between two people from 

different churches) - an issue which had increasingly hindered relations at the 

"grass-roots" level. In 1975 an international AnglicanJRoman Catholic 

commission on the theology of marnage reached an agreement regarding 

marriages between Anglicans and Roman ~atholics? One of the commission's 

AnglicanIRoman Catholic Commission on the Thedogy ai Marriage, 'Commission on the 
Theology of Mamage and its Application to Mixed Marnages: Final Report,' in CaIM io Full Un&: 
Documents on AnglicaM?oman Caoidic Relations 106&i983, ed. Joseph W. Witmetr and J. 



most important discoveries was that there exists 'no fundamental difference of 

doctrine between the two churches as regards what manSage of its nature is or 

the ends which it is ordained to serve? Happily mis agreement has fomed a 

basis for cooperation at the national level between Anglicans and Roman 

Catholics in devekping pastoral guidelines in various countries throughout the 

w ~ r i d . ~  In most cases nowadays mixed maniages between Anglicans and 

Catholics no longer present a hindrance to unity. In addition to mixed marriages, 

in 1983 the second phase of formal dialogue began between the two churches 

when the second AnglicanlRoman Catholic International Commission (ARCIGII) 

received its mandate from Pope John Paul II and Archbishop of Canterbury, 

Robert Runcie. Since this time, in just ovei a decade, the second commission 

has produced three additional agreed statements - Sakation and the Churd, 

(1 987), The Church as Communion (1 gQI), and M e  in Christ (1 994) - al1 built 

on the foundation of unity put forth in the Final Report. All three of these 

statements show the degree of commitment both churches have to the task of 

ecclesial unity. Further they show that in many respects Anglicans and Roman 

Catholics already share rnany of the basic faith components regarding the one 

Church of Christ. From an ecclesiological perspective it wouM seem that there is 

Robert Wright (Washington: Office of Publishing and Promotion Services, United States Cathoiic 
Conference, 1986), 99-1 31. 
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a way forward. Both of these advancements have served in their own way to 

strengthen and deepen the level of unity which exists between the Anglican 

Communion and the Roman Catholic Church. 

2. The Problern M i c h  Faces Us 

There is however one issue which has not assisted the two churches in 

coming closer together; in fact. the situation only seems to be getting worse. I 

am speaking of course of the well-known issue of the ordination of women to the 

presbyterate and episcopacy. For Anglicans and Roman Catholics this particubr 

problem goes back to the mid-1970s. It has a histow of devekpment of its own 

and has not been without consequences to the work of the International 

Commission. 

In 1975 the Archbishop of Canterbury, Donald Coggan wrote to Pope 

Paul VI as well as to the leaders of the Orthodox and Old Catholic churches 

concerning the ordination of women. It seems that at that time there was a 

growing consensus of opinion within the Anglican Communion in favour of 

women's ordination. In his letter to the Pope. the Archbishop was clear that his 

purpose for writing was to inform the Pope of this developrnent and to express 

his interest in involving the Catholic Church in these discussions. The 

Archbishop recognized and acknowledged that any action in favour of ordaining 

women could present an obstacle to further progress along the path of unity 



between Anglicans and Catholics. Nevertheless he expressed the hope that, 

through cornmon counsel, a satisfadory resolution might be reached. 

Six months later Pope Paul VI responded to the Archbishop's letter. He 

acknowledged the problem which the Anglican Communion faced especially in 

their rehtions with other Christian churches. The Anglican leaders had a 

responsibility of being attentive to the voices of the Anglican faithful and at the 

same time a responsibility to the larger Christian community, especially to those 

dialogue partnefs with whom they had already made significant progress. 

Nevertheless, the Pope was clear on the Roman Catholic Church's position and 

reiterated the reasons as to why the Catholic Church believes that it cannot 

ordain w0rner-1.~ Furthemiore, in a tone of foreshadowing, the Pope made it clear 

that 'a new course taken by the Anglican Communion in admitting women to the 

ordained priesthood cannot fail to introduce ... an element of grave difficulty" In 

both cases the two churches were honest with one another - the Anglicans 

regarding the direction they were heading, and the Roman Catholics with the 

consequences these decisions would have on their relations. 

Archbishop of Canteibury. Donald Coggan, YConespondence between the Ardibishop of 
Canterbury and the Pope on the Ordination of Women," CaIled to Fu// Unity, 1 32. 

7 These reasons include: the example recorded in the ~ a c ~ e d  scn'ptures of Christ chmsing his 
apostles only from among men; the constant practice of the church, M i  has imitated Christ in 
choosing only men; and her living teaching authonty wtiich has consistentiy M d  that the 
exclusion of women from the priestthood is in accordance with God's plan for his church. See: 
Pope Paul VI, "Correspondence," CaIled to Full Unity, 133. 
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The discussion surrounding the issue of women's ordination did not end 

there. In 1976 the Vatican's Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith (CDF) 

released its dedaration inter insignoms on the question of admission of women 

to the ministerial priesthwd. This letter served to deepen the Catholic Church's 

stance against the ordination of women. Two years later, at the W78 Lambeth 

Conference, the first decision was made by some Anglican provinces to begin 

ordaining women. Roman Catholic bishop Cahal Daly made Rome's position on 

this matter once again unequivocal. In his address to the members of the 

Lambeth Conference Daly said: IYhere seems to be a prevailing tendency, 

aggravated perhaps by some press reports, to regard the Roman Catholic 

Church's position on the ordination of women as unclear and sornehow 

provisional ... the main purpose of my present intervention is to Say that R is not 

possible to cal1 in question the seriousness and the firmness of the Roman 

Catholic position in this matter.wg Again in the mid-1980's the Pope and the 

Archbishop of Canterbury exchanged letters on this important topic. In 1984, 

Pope John Paul II wrote to Archbishop Robert Runcie acknowledging the 

progress towards reconciliation made through the work of ARCIC, especially 

through the cornpletion of the Final Report, and at the same time expressing his 

sadness with the growing number of Anglican churches adrnitüng wornen to 

priestly ordination. In the Pope's words this action posed an "increasingly 

serious obstacle" to the progress towards unity which had already been 

9 Cahal Daly, 'Bishop Cahal Daly's Statement on the Ordination of Women, Lambeth Conference, 
July 1978," One in Christ 14 (1 978): 393. 



achieved." The Archbishop's response, alrnost a yeat later, proposed an 

"urgent need" for joint study of the question of the ordination of women to the 

ministerial priesthood. At the same the, for both pastoral and =serious doctrinal 

reasonsn, the Anglican Communion continued to ordain women.'' As the Roman 

Catholic Church was heading in one direction. the Anglican Communion was 

clearly heading in the other! 

The issue of women's ordination between Anglicans and Roman Catholics 

has developed to the point whete I now believe that it is the single largest reason 

for the 'coolness" which has settled upon Anglican/Roman Catholic relations. It 

also explains the reticence which Rome has show towards the Anglicans since 

publication of the Final Report. The understanding on both sides seems to be: 

the other side does not desire unity. For the Anglicans, the leadership of the 

Roman Catholic Church appears to be increasingly less open to the issue of 

women's ordination and thus less willing to cooperate with their Anglican 

counter-parts. This is especially true after the 1994 Apostolic Letter Ordinatio 

sacerdotalis and more recently the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith's 

1995 Responsum ad dubium to this letter stating that it belongs to the depositum 

fidei and therefore requires definitive assent. On the Roman Catholic side. the 

Anglicans, by giving the appearance of discarding the %nbroken and universal" 

'O Pope John Paul II, Women's Ordination: the Conespondence betwwn Rome and Canterbury, 
Pope John Paul II to the Arch bishop of Canterbury," One in Chn'st 22 (1 986): 290. 

'' Archbishop of Canterbury, Rabert Runcie, Women's Oldmation: The Amhbishop of Canterbury 
to Pope John Paul II," One in Christ 22 (1986): 291. 



tradition in both the East and West regarding ordination, seem to be moving 

farther away from the Roman Catholic Church and do not appear to care about 

ecclesial unity. This is a problem on both sides where the solution is not dear. 

One of the recent temptations of authors writing on Anglican/Roman 

Catholic relations has been to blame either side for not acting in the way of the 

other. For example the Roman Catholic Church's 'official" response to ARCIGI 

was criticized as appearing to require that the Final Report be ideniical with 

Roman Catholic teaching. However, in the conclusion to the response itself the 

authors had reminded the International Commission that they were asked to 

examine whether the agreements in the Report were konsonant with the faithn of 

their church." Their response to this question after consulüng the national 

episcopal assemblies was that "hrther clarification or studv would be required 

before this would be possible. Their approach was indeed different from that of 

the Anglicans at Lambeth '88 and yet in the same spirit of candour and honesty, 

answered the same question. To my mind the responsibility for the derailment of 

AnglicanlRoman Catholic relations rests on the shoulders of both churches. 

ARer the 1966 joint declaration of Pope Paul VI and the Archbishop of 

Canterbury, Michael Ramsey to 'inaugurate ... a serious dialogue which, founded 

on the Gospels and on the ancient common traditions, may lead to that unity in 

truth for which Christ prayed," Anglicans and Roman Catholics began a joumey 

'' Congregatiori for the Doctrine of the Faith and the Pontifical Cwncil for Pranoting Christian 
Unity, "The Official Response of the Roman Cathdic Church to ARCIC-1," One in Chrat 28 (1992): 
45. 



from which they could not tum back. After their first agreed statement on 

eucharistic doctrine in 1971 this joumey was consecrated. The two churches * 

had joined hands in fratemal parbiership - the message - udespite our 

diversities we have some tNths in cornmon which are very important and oblige 

us to travef the road towards ~nity."'~ If important decisions were to be made 

within one communion, they were not to be made without the consultation of the 

other. For Anglicans this meant that the action of women's ordination should not 

have been made without serious joint study and agreement by both Anglicans 

and Roman Catholics. Archbishop of Canterbury, Robert Runcie was aware of 

this need for joint counsel. In a 1985 letter to Cardinal Johannes Willebrands, 

prefect of the Pontifical Council for Promoting Christian Unity (CPCU), the 

Archbishop wrote this regarding women's ordination: 

As you already know, I am not myseff convinced that action should 
be taken on ordination to the presbyterate by Anglicans alone. no 
matter how convincing the positive arguments. until there is a wider 
consensus in our Churches. I believe the argument for ecumenical 
restraint is also a doctrinal one because it is only in such a wider 
perspective that particular Churches can truly discem the mind of 
the whole church.14 

The Roman Catholic Church may also have made its mistakes in appearing to 

be too rigid in its position on women's ordination; even to the point today of 

forbidding the very discussion of the topic. W i i  the two churches situated in 

l3 Cardinal Augustin Bea. 'Letter frorn His Eminence Cardinal Augustin Bea b His Graœ the 
Arch bishop of Canterbury," in AngIicaMooman Cathdk Dialogue: The Wtk of fhe Fbparatory 
Commission, ad. Alan C. Clark and W i n  Davey (London: Oxford University Press. 1974), 116. 

l4 Archbishop of Canterbury. Robert Runck, Women's Ordination: The Archbishop of Canterbury 
to Cardinal Willebrands." One in CMst 22 (1 9û6): 295. 



their opposing positions it would seem hic et nunc as though communion under 

one and the same ordained ministry is no longer possible and thus neither is 

organic unity. The papal magisterhm of the Roman Catholic Church has made it 

clear that the Roman Catholic Church will not accept women priests at the 

Eucharist. and the 1978 synodal decision by the Anglican Communion to ordain 

wornen is clearly irreversible. In the midst of these fnistrating times, the question 

is: Where do we go fmm here?" 

3. Our Hope: A Way Fornard 

A first step would be to go back to the 1966 inaugural words of Pope Paul 

VI and Archbishop of Canterbury, Michael Ramsey which recognized that the 

end could not be seen from the beginning. Recalling the spirit of hope that these 

two leaders shared we remember that. despite the "senous obstacles" which 

stand in the way of restoring complete communion in faith and sacrament, these 

leaders heid a common vision in promoting ecclesiai contacts and seeking 

solutions to al1 the great problems facing ~hristians." As one reads through the 

documents of the AnglicanJRoman Catholic International Commission of the last 

25 years. this spirit of charity and mutual cornmitment is never forgotten. Nelher 

has this sense of commitment and determination been lost from the leaders of 

the two churches. As recently as last year, in 1996, Pope John Paul II and 

" "The Common Maration by Pope Paul VI and the Archbishop of Canterbury," The Work of the 
Preparaioty Commissn, 2. 



Archbishop of Canterbury George Carey affirmeci once again their desire for YuII 

visible The Pope continues to show his dedication to ecumenism 

through such wriüngs as Tettio miMennio advenienle and Ut unum sint. The 

Anglicans also continue to show their desire for unity through some of their more 

recent ecumenical agreements such as the Porvoo Agreement with the Balüc 

Lutheran churches. We should continue to be mindful. at al1 times. of the 

cornmitment that these two have shown to ecclesial unity. 

The next step for Anglicans and Roman Catholics would be to build upon 

the unity which they already share through one baptism and through the 

agreements which they have made together. Aithough participation in the 

eucharistic celebrations of one another is not possible, 1 is possible for Anglicans 

and Catholics to celebrate together their already 'limitedm communion. 

Celebrating in common the Word of God and proclaiming the Gospel of Christ to 

al1 people is certainly one way. The agreed statements which we have 

fomulated together over the past 26 years have already shown us that on 

different points, Anglicans and Roman Catholics share many of the same basic 

components necessary to Christian faith; and this is not a small thing! In fact, it 

is the doctrinal agreement that we now realize we hold in common which 

obligates us, in the face of God, to proceed together as Chnstians. There is 

16 Pope John Paul II and Archbishop of Canterbury, George Carey, The Pope and Canterbury's 
Archbishop: The Next Steps Toward Unity,' OMins 26 (Dacember 19, lm): 441442. 



clearly no lack of need for Christians today to witness together to the presence of 

Christ in the world, 

In the 1980s. in a spirit of fervour and hope, some of the members of the 

AnglicanfRoman Catholic dialogue here in Canada began traveling across the 

country speaking to local parish groups about the degree of communion that the 

two churches share. The purpose - to stimulate interest at the ugrass-rootsn 

level and create a desire for unity. In the city of Toronto where I live a similar 

thing happened when pastors and theologians from the local Anglican and 

Roman Catholic churches gathered in different places throughout the 

metropolitan area to give talks to parishioners on AnglicadRoman Catholic 

relations. The response to this work was significant. I might propose that this 

same type of approach be continued and strengthened. At this "sub-synodaln 

level there is a great opportunity to engage the sensus fidelium and be attentive 

to the Holy Spirit as it is manifested in the lives of the faiaiful. 

I was pleased to read recently a paper by one of the founding Roman 

Catholic members of ARCIC, Jean-Marie  ill lard.'^ In his article Fr. Tillard draws 

to the attention of the reader the fa& that in the new Code of Canon Law 

provision has been made for ecumenical delegates at the diocesan and 

provincial synod level (canon 463 53). 1 agree with Fr. Tillard that this 

development presents real opportunities for two churches which are present and 

17 J.M.R. Tillard, "Roman Catholics and Anglicans: Is There a Future for Ecumenism?." One in 
ChnSt 32 (1 996): 106-1 1 7. 



working together in the same geographical area. As was the case with the 

observers of the Second Vatican Council and more recently the delegates of the 

Roman Synods now members of the other chuiches can be consulted at local 

synods and participate in the decisionmaking process; without the power to 

vote. Fr. Tillard goes a step further by describing an already-existing situation 

whereby the decisions are made together; members not only share a cornmon 

mind but a cornmon will expressed through their vote. He writes: This is not yet 

a council of the One Church of God. Nevertheless. the memben are one 

decisive body under two heads."18 Here delegates grow in their fellowship from 

an advisory zapacity to full participating members in the others' local govemance 

and decision-making process. 

Finally let me Say that the last thirty years of relations between the 

Anglican Communion and the Roman Catholic Church have indeed been 

punctuated by significant steps towards fuller ecclesial unity; steps which must 

be strengthened and built upon in our next stages of dialogue. At the same time 

there have been disagreements which have arisen that have clearly made the 

journey more difficult then was expected at the beginning. We must be honest 

with ourselves and wÎth the other churches and not become blind to these 

problems. Christ is not calling us to some sort of "second-raten unity. Along the 

way we must remember to pray for one another. The important inliative of 

French ecumenist Fr. Paul Couturier, the founder of uspiritual ecumenism" and 

Ibid.. 115. 



the Week of Prayer for Christian Unity, stands as a constant reminder that prayer 

is at the heart of al1 that we do, especially as ecumenists. Despite not sharing in 

the eucharistic celebrations of one another at this tirne there are œrtainly 

occasions throughout the year where joint liturgical celebrations are possible. 

We must place our trust in the Holy Spirit and continue the important work which 

was started over 30 yean ago. The answer to today's questions might be 

clearer to us tomonow. I ckse with the encwraging words of St. Paul in his 

letter to the Romans when he wrote: W e  hope for what we do not see, we wait 

for it with patiencew (Rom. 8.25). 
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Appendix C 

ANGLlCAN-RûMAN CATHOLIC INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION 

Third Meeting, Windsor, 7 Sepdember f977 

AGREED STATEMENT ON EUCHMUSTIC DOCTRINE* 

Introduction 
The following Agreed Statement evohred fiom the thinking and the discussion of - 
the International Commission over the past two years. The result has been a 
conviction among members of the Commission that we have reached agreement 
on essential points of eucharistic doctrine. We are equally convinced ourselves 
that, thoug h no atternpt was made to present a fuHy comprehensive tteatrnent of 
the subject, nothing essential has been ornitted. The document has been 
presented to our official authorities, but obviously it cannot be ratified by them 
until such time as our respective Churches can evaluate its conclusions. 

We would want to point out that the members of the commission who 
subscribed to this statement have been officially appointed and come from many 
countries, representing a wide variety of theological background. Our intention 
was to reach a consensus at the level of faith, so that al1 of us might be able to 
Say, within the limits of the statement: this is the Christian falh of the Eucharist. 

Henry Ossory 
Alan Elmham 

Co-Chaipetsons 

(1) In the course of the Church's history several traditions have developed 
in expressing Christian understanding of the Eucharist. (For example. various 
names have become customary as descriptions of the Eucharist: Lord's Supper, 
Liturgy, Holy Mysteries, Synaxis, Mass, Holy Communion. The Eucharist has 
become the most universally accepted terni.) An important stage in progress 
towards organic unity is a substantial consensus on the purpose and meaning of 
the Eucharist. Our intention has been to seek a deeper understanding of the 
reality of the Eucharist which is consonant with biblical teaching and with the 
tradition of our common inheritance, and to express in this document the 
consensus we have reached. 

(2) Through the life, death and resunection of Jesus Christ God has 
reconciled men to himself, and in Christ he offers unity to al1 humankind. By his 
Word God calls us into a new relationship with himsef as our Father and with 
one another as his children - a relationship inaugurated by baptism into Christ 
through the Holy Spirit, nurtured and deepened through the Eucharist, and 
expressed in a confession of one falh and a cornmon life of loving service. 

'Text of the Windsor Statement taken fiom One in Chnst 8 (1 972): 69-74. 
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1. The Mystery of the Eucharist 
(3) When his people are gathered at the Eucharist to commemorate his 

saving acts for our redemption, Christ makes effective among us the etemal 
benefitç of his victory and elicits and renews Our response of falh, thanksgiving 
and self-surrender. Christ through the Holy Spirit in the Eucharist builds up the 
Iife of the Church, strengthens its fellowship and furthers its mission. The identity 
of the Church as the Body of Christ is both expressed and effecüvely proclaimed 
by its being centred in, and partaking of, his Body and Blood. In the Mole  action - 
of the Eucharist, and by his sacramental presence given through bread and 
wine, the cnicified and risen Lord, according to his promise, offers himself to his 
people. 

(4) In the Euchanst we proclaim the Lod's death until he cornes. 
Receiving a foretaste of the kingdom to corne, we look back wiVi thanksgiving to 
what Christ has done for us, we greet him present among us. we look forward to 
his final appearing in the fullness of his kingdom when 'The Son also himself 
[shall] be subject unto hirn that put al1 things under him, that God may be ail in 
all' (1 Cor. 15:28). When we gather amund the same table in this communal 
meal at the invitation of the sarne Lord and when we 'partake of the one loaf, we 
are one in cornmitment not only to Christ and to one another, but also to the 
mission of the Church in the world. 

II. The Eucharist and the Sacrifice of Christ 
(5) Christ's redeeming death and resurrection took place once and for all 

in history. Christ's death on the cross, the culmination of his whole life of 
obedience, was the one, perfect and sufficient sacnfice for the sins of the world. 
There can be no repetition of or addition to what was then accomplished once for 
al1 by Christ. Any attempt to express a nexus between the sacrifice of Christ and 
the Eucharist must not obscure this fundamental fact of the Christian faith.' Yet 
God has given the Eucharist to his Church as a means through which the 
atoning work of Christ on the cross is proclaimed and made effective in the life of 
the Church. The notion of mernorial as understood in the passover celebration 
at the time of Christ - i.e. the rnaking effective in the present of an event in the 
past - has opened the way to a clearer understanding of the relationship 
between Christ's sacrifice and the Eucharist. The euchanstic memorial is no 
mere calling to mind of a past event or of it significance, but the Church's 
effectua1 proclamation of God's mighty acts. Christ instituted the Eucharist as a 
memorial (anamnesis) of the totality of Gd's reconciling action in him. In the 
eucharistic prayer the Church continues to make a perpetual memorial of Christ's 

' lhe eariy Church in expressing the meaning of Christk death and resurrectiin &en used the 
language of sacrifice. For the Hebrew sacrifice was a traditional means of communication with 
God. The passover, for example, was communal meal; the day of Atonement was essentially 
expiatory; and the cavenant established communion between Gad and humanity. 



death, and his memben, united with God and one another, give thanks for al1 his 
mercies, entreat the benefits of his passion on behaif of the whole Church, 
participate in these benefits and enter into the movement of his selfoffering. 

III. The Presence of Christ 
(6) Communion with Christ in the Eucharist presupposes his true 

presence, effectually signified by the bread and which, in this mystery, 
bewme his Body and ~lood? The mal presence of his Body and Blood Gan, 
however, only be understood within the context of the redernptive activity 
whereby he gives himself, and in himseîf reconciliatbn, peace and Me. to his - 

own. On the one hand, the eucharistic gift spnngs out of the paschal mystery of 
Christ's death and resunection, in which Gd's saving purpose has already been 
definitively realized. On the other hand, its purpose is to transmit the life of the 
crucified and risen Christ to his Body, the Church, so that its mernbers may be 
more fully united with Christ and with one another. 

(7) Christ is present and active, in various ways, in the entire eucharistic 
celebration. It is the sarne Lod who through the proclaimed word invites his 
people to his table. who through his minister presides at that table, and who 
gives himself sacramentally in the Body and Blood of his paschal sacrifice. It is 
the Lord present at the nght hand of the Father. and therefore transcending the 
sacramental order. who thus offen to his Church. in the eucharistic signs the 
special gift of himself. 

(8) The sacramental Body and Blood of the Saviour are present as an 
offering to the believer awaiting his welcome. When this offering is met by faith, 
a life-giving encounter results. Thmugh faiai Christ's presence - which does not 
depend on the individual's faith in order to be the Lord's real gift of himself to his 
church - becomes no longer just a presence for the believer, but also a presence 
with him. Thus. in considering the mystery of the eucharistic presence, we must 
recognize both the sacramental sign of Christ's presence and the personal 
relationship between Christ and the faithful which an'ses fiom that presence. 

(9) The Lord's words at the last supper, 'Take and eat; this is my body,' do 
not allow us to dissociate the gift of the presence and the a d  of sacramental 
eating. The elements are not rnere signs; Christ's Body and Wood become 
really present and are really given. But they are really present and given in order 
that. receiving them, believers may be united in communion with Christ the Lord. 

(10) According to the traditional order of the Iiturgy the consecratory 
prayer (anaphora) leads to the communion of the faiaiful. Through this prayer of 
thanksgiving, a word of faith addressed to the Father, the bread and wine 

' ~ h e  word Iransubstantiafbn is cornmmly used in the Roman Cathdic Chunh to indicate that 
God acting in the Eucharist d B C f S  a change in the inner reality of the eiemmts. The term should 
be seen as affirrning the fact of Christ's presence and of the rnysterious and radical change which 
takes place. In contemporary Roman Cattidic thedogy it is not understood as axpiaining how the 
change takes place. 



become the Body and Blood of Christ by the action of the Holy Spirit, so that in 
communion we eat the flesh of Christ and drink his Blood. 

(1 1) The Lord who thus cornes to his people in the power of the Holy Spirit 
is the Lord of glory. In the euchaiistic celebration we anticipate the joys of the 
age to corne. By the transforming action of the spint of God, earthly bread and 
wine become the heavenly manna and the new wine, the eschatological banquet 
for the new humanity: elements of the first creation become pledges and fnst 
fniits of the new heaven and the new earth. 

(12) We believe that we have reached substantial agreement on the 
doctrine of the Eucharist. Although we are al1 conditioned by the traditional ways - 
in which we have expressed and practiced our eucharistic faith. we are 
convinced that if there are any remining points of disagreement they c m  be 
resolved on the pnnciples here established. We acknowledge a variety of 
theological approaches within both our communions. But we have seen it as ouf 
task to find a way of advancing together beyond the doctrinal disagreement 
which we have reached on eucharistic faiai, this doctrine will no longer cons f i e  
an obstacle to the unity we seek. 

Members of the Anglican-Roman Caholic International Commission 

Anglican Delegates 
The Rt. Revd. H.R. McAdoo, Bishop of Ossory, Fems and Leighlin (Co- 
Chairpenon); the Most Revd. F.R. Amott, Archbishop of Brisbane; the Rt. Revd. 
J.R.H. Moorman, Bishop of Ripon; the Rt. Revd. E.G. Knapp-Fisher, Bishop of 
Pretoria; the Very Revd. Henry Chadwick, Dean of Christ Church, Oxford; the 
Revd. J.W. Charley, Vice-Principal, St. John's College, Nottingham; the Revd. 
Professor Eugene Fairweather, Keble Professor of Divinity, Trinity College, 
University of Toronto; the Revd. Professor H.E. Root. Professor of Theology, 
University of Southampton; the Rt. Revd. Arthur Vogel. Bishop Co-Adjutor of 
West Missouri. 

Consultants: the Revd. Dr. R.J. Halliburton, Vice-Principal, St. Stephen's 
House, Oxford; the Revd. Dr. H.R. Smythe, Director, Anglican Centre, Rome. 

Secmtary: the Revd. Colin Davey, Assistant General Secretary, Church of 
England council on Foreign Relations. 

Roman Catholic ûekgates 
The Rt. Revd. Alan Clark. Auxiliary bishop of Northampton (Co-Chairperson); the 
Rt. Revd. Christopher Butler, O.S.B., Auxiliary Bishop of Westrninister; the Revd. 
Fr. Barnabas Ahem, C.P., Professor of Sacred Scripture, Rome (not at 
Windsor); the Revd. Fr. Herbert Ryan, S.J., Professor of Historical Theology, 
Pontifical Faculty of Theology, Woodstock College, New York; Professor J.J. 
Scarisbrick, Professor of History, University of Warwick; the Revd. Fr. Georges 
Tava rd, A.A., Professor of Thdogy, Methodist Thedogical School, Delaware; 
the Revd. Fr. J.M.R. Tillard, O.P., Professor of Dogrnatic Theology in Dominican 



Facuity of Theology (Ottawa) and in Brussels; the Revd. Fr. P. Duprey, W.F.. 
Under Secretary, Vatican Secretariat for Promoting Christian Un@; the Revd. Fr. 
E.J. Yamold, S.J.. Master. Campion Hall, O h r d .  

Consultant the Revd. Fr. Eugene Schallert, S.J., Director of the lnsütute 
for Socio-Religious Research, University of San Francisco. 

Secretary.. The Very Revd. Canon WA. Purdy, Staff Member of the 
Vatican Secretariat for Promoting Christian Unity, Rome. 
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The Revd. Dr. Günther Gassman, Research Professor at the Centre dtEtudes 
Ecumeniques, Strasbourg. 
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